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REGISTER FOR THE FREE PARTICIPANT PRIZE DRAWINGS 
 

To show our appreciation to you, we are giving away a technology product  
each month, and a new Windows 7 computer system at year-end 

 
 

Registration Code for this Course:  
EXPT44 

 
Here at ASA Research, we’ve given away over $11 million in door prizes to participants 
attending our CPE courses, consisting of thousands of copies of Microsoft Office and Peachtree 
Software, more than seventy-five 21-speed bicycles, hundreds of optical mice, headsets, web 
cameras, keyboards, computer speakers, copies of virus protection software, and yes, 
numerous ceramic chickens and other silly stuff. Thousands of attendees have won door prizes 
and in 2011 we launched a new online giveaway program, which provides you with the 
opportunity to keep winning long after the course is over. This is our way of saying thank you to 
our wonderful, loyal attendees. 
  

To enter, visit www.CarltonCollins.com and click on Prize Drawings as shown below: 
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Example Prizes 

   
Official Rules & Fine Print 

 
1. Entries are cumulative and do not expire. Each time you enter, your name remains 

entered. For example, a person who attends 3 courses will receive 3 registration codes 
and can enter three times. Therefore you will have three chances to win each month, 
and every month thereafter. 

2. You may enter once for each of Mr. Collins' CPE courses you attend, and for each online 
CPE course you take. 

3. You must enter a Registration Code to enter. Registration Codes can be obtained by 
attending a CPE course taught by Mr. Collins, or by taking Mr. Collins' online CPE 
courses. Bonus Registration Codes are also awarded occasionally throughout the year to 
those CPAs who are friends of CPE for CPAs Facebook page and CPAs who follow us on 
Twitter.  

4. A prize will be awarded each month to at least one person, selected at random from 
among the cumulative entries. An e-mail will be sent to the winner(s) requesting a 
mailing address for prize delivery.   

5. Prizes will continue to be awarded each month until this prize giveaway is terminated. 
Monthly prizes generally consist of less expensive technology items such as headsets, 
optical mice, GPS devices, camcorders, cordless keyboards, digital cameras, USB thumb 
drives, SD flash cards, computer monitors, wireless routers, etc. and will also include an 
annual grand prize of a new Windows 7 computer system. 

6. ASA Research reserves the right to change these rules at any time, without notice. ASA 
Research reserves the right to terminate this prize giveaway at any time, without notice.  
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Excel PivotTables 
Copyright Notice & Course Information 

(Recommended for 8 hours of A&A) 
 
Based on popular demand, we are pleased to bring to you this comprehensive full-day course on Excel PivotTables. 
The PivotTable is widely considered to be one of the most powerful tools in Excel, and perhaps the most useful 
Excel tool for the CPA. In this course, we will cover every aspect of PivotTables using a wide variety of common CPA 
data including general ledger data; budget data; financial reporting data; inventory & warehouse data; sales order 
data; employee timesheet data; expense data; real estate data; sales reps & commissions data; marketing data; 
and more. General topics to be covered include data sources; creating PivotTables; manipulating PivotTables; 
formatting PivotTables; PivotCharts; reporting PivotTables and PivotCharts; printing PivotTables and PivotCharts; 
linking PivotTables to accounting systems; understanding OLAP data cubes.  
 
Specific topics to be covered include controlling the PivotTable; slicer; adding calculated fields and sets; grouping 
columns; displaying data as percentages; archiving PivotTable data; publishing PivotTables; PivotTable 
organization; drilling PivotTables; Filtering PivotTables; duplicating PivotTables; querying a variety of data sources; 
working with PowerPivot; relocating PivotTables;  Sorting PivotTables; Pivoting multiple data ranges; sharing 
PivotTables; generating static images; controlling PivotTable refresh rates; sorting PivotTables in unique order; 
converting PivotTables into hard data; auto-expanding data ranges; and disabling the GetPivotData function.  
 
Ultimately, the objective of the course is to help you master PivotTables once and for all. 

 

Learning Objectives  To increase the productivity of accountants and CPAs 
using Excel PivotTables 

Course Level  Intermediate 

Pre-Requisites  Familiarity with Microsoft Excel is Helpful 

Advanced Preparation  None 

Presentation Method  Live lecture using full color projection systems and live 
Internet access with follow up course materials 

Recommended CPE Credit  8 hours  

Handouts  Templates, checklists, web examples, manual 

Instructors  J. Carlton Collins, CPA  

 

 

ASA Research is registered with the National 
Association of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA) as 
a sponsor of continuing professional education on the 
National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State boards of 
accountancy have final authority on the acceptance of 
individual courses for CPE credit. Complaints regarding 
registered sponsors may be addressed to the national 
Registry of CPE Sponsors, 150 Fourth Avenue, 
Nashville, TN, 37219-2417. Telephone: 615-880-4200. 
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Audience Assessment 
 
The following questions are designed to help assess the level of the Excel users in this course. 
 
1. Have you ever created a PivotTable?      Yes      No 
2. Have you created a PivotTable from multiple data ranges?   Yes      No 
3. Have you created a PivotTable from an external Excel workbook?  Yes      No 
4. Have you created a Pivot Table from multiple external sources?  Yes      No 
5. Have you created a PivotTable from an Accounting system query?  Yes      No 
6. Have you ever used the GetPivotData function?     Yes      No 
7. Have you ever added a calculated column to a PivotTable?   Yes      No 
8. Have you ever copied and pasted a PivotTable?      Yes      No 
9. Have you ever drilled a PivotTable?      Yes      No 
10. Have you ever created a PivotChart?      Yes      No 
11. Have you ever grouped data in a PivotTable?     Yes      No 
12. Have you ever used slicers?       Yes      No 
13. Have you ever pivoted a PivotTable?      Yes      No 
14. Have you ever displayed a PivotTable in Compact form?   Yes      No 
15. Have you ever worked with a PivotTable in Outline form?   Yes      No 
16. Have you ever pivoted data from an Excel Table?    Yes      No  
17. Have you ever applied Report Filters (different than field filters)?  Yes      No 
18. Do you need to query more than 1 million rows of data?   Yes      No 
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Introductory Review of 
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(And How to Create Them) 
Chapter 1 
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History of the PivotTable  

1989 - While working on a concept for a new software program 
which would eventually become Lotus Improv, a software 
engineer named Pito Salas envision patterns in spreadsheets 
which could possibly help to build advanced data models 
faster. Lotus Improv allowed users to define and store sets of 
categories, then change views by dragging category names 
with the mouse. This core functionality would provide the 
model for PivotTables. 

1991 - Lotus Development released Improv in 1991 on the 
NeXT platform. A few months after the release of Improv, Brio Technology published a 
standalone Mac implementation called DataPivot (with technology eventually patented in 
1999).  

1992 - Borland purchased the DataPivot technology in 1992 and implemented it in their 
spreadsheet application Quattro Pro. 

1993 - In 1993, at the time when the Windows version of Improv appeared, Microsoft Excel 5 
was already on the market with a new functionality called a “PivotTable”. This functionality was 
further improved in later Excel versions, as follows: 

1997 - Excel 97 included a new and improved PivotTable Wizard, the ability to create calculated 
fields, and new pivot cache objects that allow developers to code against pivot tables. 

2000 - Excel 2000 introduced “Pivot Charts” to graphically represent pivot table data. 

 

Where PivotTables Functionality is Found Today 

             

PivotTables are an integral part of many applications, as follows: 

a. Microsoft Excel editions 2010, 2007, 2003, 2002, 2000 and 1997. 
(http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/excel/)  
 

b. OpenOffice.org’s Calc provides similar functionality called DataPilot. 
(http://www.openoffice.org/product/calc.html)  
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lotus_Improv
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lotus_Development
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NeXT
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brio_Technology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Borland
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quattro_Pro
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Excel
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/excel/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenOffice.org_Calc
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenOffice.org_Calc#DataPilot
http://www.openoffice.org/product/calc.html
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c. OpenOffice.org’s LibreOffice provides similar functionality which has been renamed 
from DataPilot to 'Pivot Table'. (http://www.libreoffice.org/)  
 

d. NumberGo – A business Intelligence tool (http://www.numbergo.com/)  
 

e.  Quantrix - A business Intelligence and modeling tool (http://www.quantrix.com/)  
 

f. Google Docs initially allowed the creation of basic pivot tables via the pivot table gadget 
from Panorama called Panorama Analytics, but as of 2011 this gadget provided limited 
functionality and was extremely slow with large amounts of data. 
(https://accounts.google.com/ServiceLogin?service=writely&passive=1209600&continu
e=https://docs.google.com/&followup=https://docs.google.com/&ltmpl=homepage)  
 

g. Google spreadsheets editor - In May 2011, Google announced the roll-out of a natively 
hosted pivot table feature in the Google spreadsheets editor.  
http://googleappsupdates.blogspot.com/2010/04/preview-of-new-google-
spreadsheets.html)  
 

h. ZK, an Ajax framework, also allows the embedding of pivot tables in Web applications. 
(http://www.zkoss.org/)  
 

i. Others - Pivot functionality is included in many other business intelligence packages. 

 

Introductory Review of PivotTables (And How to Create Them) 
 

1. Definition of a PivotTable - A PivotTable summarizes large volumes of “flat table” data 
into summary PivotTable reports, and provides tools for rotating, filtering, drilling and 
modifying that PivotTable report(1).  
 

2. Benefits of PivotTables – A PivotTable summaries and organizes data very fast(2) which 
saves you time. A PivotTable also enables you to view your data from different 
perspectives(3), which can be insightful. 

 
3. Preparing to Pivot - Before you can create a PivotTable, your raw data must be 

organized in columns, with a unique column heading atop each column.(4)  
 

4. No Blank Rows or Columns is Helpful - While it is not absolutely required, it is best if 
your raw data does not contain any blank rows or columns(5), because blank rows or 
columns might prevent Excel from auto-selecting all of the data correctly. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenOffice.org_Calc
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenOffice.org_Calc
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenOffice.org_Calc#DataPilot
http://www.libreoffice.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NumberGo
http://www.numbergo.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantrix
http://www.quantrix.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Docs
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Gadgets
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panorama_Software
https://accounts.google.com/ServiceLogin?service=writely&passive=1209600&continue=https://docs.google.com/&followup=https://docs.google.com/&ltmpl=homepage
https://accounts.google.com/ServiceLogin?service=writely&passive=1209600&continue=https://docs.google.com/&followup=https://docs.google.com/&ltmpl=homepage
http://googleappsupdates.blogspot.com/2010/04/preview-of-new-google-spreadsheets.html
http://googleappsupdates.blogspot.com/2010/04/preview-of-new-google-spreadsheets.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ZK_Framework
http://www.zkoss.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_intelligence
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5. How to Create A PivotTable - In Excel 2010 and 2007, to create a PivotTable, place your 
cursor in your raw data range, and from the Insert tab’s Tables group, select PivotTable, 
PivotTable. In Excel 2003, from the Data menu select PivotTable, Finish.  
 
(Note that if you select more than one cell in your raw data range, Excel will attempt to 
pivot only those selected cells(6).)  
 

6. Source Data that can be Pivoted – Excel can pivot data from a variety of sources, 
including: 
 

a. Data from a single Excel worksheet(7).  
b. Data from multiple Excel worksheets(8). 
c. Data from another Excel workbook(9). 
d. Data from multiple Excel workbooks(10). 
e. Data from external sources, such as the Access, SQL Server, IBM DB/2 and Oracle 

databases. 
f. Data from accounting systems(11) such as QuickBooks, MAS 90, and Dynamics GP.  

 
A PivotChart report can help you visualize PivotTable report summary data so that you 
can easily see comparisons, patterns, and trends.  

 
7. Benefits of a PivotTable at a Glance - A summary of the more important benefits of a 

PivotTable are as follows: 
 

a. Quickly summarize(12) data by categories and subcategories. 
b. Use a user-friendly method(13) to summarize/querying data. 
c. Query large amounts of data. 
d. Subtotal(14) and aggregate(15) numeric data. 
e. Create custom calculations and formulas. 
f. Expand and collapse levels of data to focus your results. 
g. Drill down(16) to details from the summary data. 
h. Move rows to columns or columns to rows (or "pivoting") to view data differently.  
i. Filter(17), sort(18), group(19), and conditionally format(20) to focus on the information 

you want. 
j. Present concise, attractive, and annotated online or printed reports. 
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8. Quick PivotTable Review(21) – For those who have never before created a simple 
PivotTable, presented below is a step-by-step example, with screen images to make sure 
that everybody is on the same page before we dive in deeper. 

 
a. Source Data - Start with source data, and make sure your source data contains at 

least one number of each row and there are at least two descriptions per number(22). 
For example, row 2 below contains the number “42,814” and that number is 
described as “January” and “Audit”. 

 

 
 

Remember; make sure each column has a unique column heading(23). If your 
columns headings are not located in row 1, make sure the row above your column 
headings is completely blank(24). Make sure there are no blank columns or rows(25) in 
your data range. (It is OK to have empty cells in your data range(26), as long as the 
complete column of row is not empty.  

 
b. Create PivotTable – Position your cursor in one (and only one(27)) cell of your data 

range (or select the entire data range, which takes longer), and from Excel 2010 and 
2007’s Insert tab, select PivotTable, and click OK. Your screen should now appear as 
follows: 

javascript:edit(158045)
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c. Field List Check Boxes - Next, place check marks(28) in the PivotTable Field List’s 
checkboxes labeled Month, Dept, and Revenue. The screen should now appear as 
follows: 
 

 
 

d. Pivot the PivotTable - Next, drag the Field List icon(29) labeled Dept from the Row 
Labels drag box to the Column Labels Drag box, as suggested below by the arrow. 
 

 
 

e. Minor Formatting - Adjust the column widths, center the labels, and apply comma 
formatting to tidy the report. Your PivotTable should now appear as follows: 
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f. Notice That:  
 

i. Location of Pivot Table - The PivotTable was created on a new worksheet(30) 
– the raw data is still intact on the original worksheet.  
 

ii. Field Names - The raw data’s column labels have become the PivotTable’s 
field names(31). 

 
iii. Default Functions - By default, Excel summarizes numeric values using the 

SUM function, and summarizes text values using the COUNT function(31).  
 

(Often CPAs ask why Excel sometimes uses the COUNT function by default 
instead of the SUM function when creating a PIvotTable. If this happens to 
you, it is because at least one text item (such as a space, for example), is 
mixed in with your values(32). To correct this problem when you have 
hundreds of spaces, use Search and Replace to replace spaces with zeros.) 
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PivotTable  
Data Sources 

Chapter 2 
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9. Source Data - When you create a PivotTable or a PivotChart, you can use any of at least 

eight different types of source data(33). These options are discussed below. 
 

1) From Worksheet Data - You can use data from a Microsoft Excel worksheet as the 
basis for a report. The data should be in list format, with column labels in the first 
row. Each cell in subsequent rows should contain data appropriate to its column 
heading. There should not be any blank rows or columns within the data of interest. 
Excel uses your column labels for the field names in the report. 
 

a. First Remove Any Subtotals(34) - Excel automatically creates subtotals and 
grand totals in a PivotTable report. If the source data contains automatic 
subtotals and grand totals that you created by using the Subtotals command 
in the Outline group on the Data tab, use that same command to remove the 
subtotals and grand totals before you create the report. 

 
2) Excel Tables – To make your PivotTable easier to update when you add more rows 

or columns, convert your data range to an Excel Table(35). That way, when you 
refresh your PivotTable report, new and updated data from the Excel Table will 
automatically be included in the refresh operation. By definition, Excel tables are 
already presented in list format, and therefore are good candidates for PivotTable 
source data. 

 
3) Using a Named Range – Another measure which might make sense is to name the 

source Table range(36), and use the name when you create the report. This will 
ensure that you PivotTable’s properties point to a specific named range, which will 
be more recognizable that a simple cell reference. Again, if the named range 
expands to include more data, you can refresh the report to include the new data. 
To refer to a named range, make sure to insert an equals sign in front of the name.  

 

 
 

4) External Data Sources - You can retrieve data from a source that is external to Excel 
such as an accounting system(37), a database, an Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) 
cube, or a text file. For example, you might maintain a database of sales records you 

javascript:AppendPopup(this,'110814733_20')
javascript:AppendPopup(this,'663328507_21')
javascript:AppendPopup(this,'383047815_22')
javascript:AppendPopup(this,'315408200_23')
javascript:AppendPopup(this,'878625524_24')
javascript:AppendPopup(this,'763631756_25')
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want to summarize and analyze or you might query your accounting software 
system. 

 
5) Office Data Connection files - If you use an Office Data Connection (ODC) file (.odc) 

to retrieve external data for your report, you can input the data directly into a 
PivotTable report. Microsoft recommends that you retrieve external data for your 
reports by using ODC files (Because this usually provides faster results. To 
understand the issue better, try retrieving PivotTable data directly from QuickBooks; 
then you will see how slow of an operation that can be(38)). 

 
6) OLAP Source Data - When you retrieve source data from an OLAP database or a 

cube file, the data is returned to Excel only as a PivotTable report or a PivotTable 
report that has been converted to worksheet functions. 

 
7) Non-OLAP source data This is the underlying data for a PivotTable report or a 

PivotChart report that comes from a source other than an OLAP database. For 
example, data from relational databases or text files. 

 
8) (This applies to Excel 2003 Only(39)) Using Another PivotTable Report As The Data 

Source – You can use a PivotTable as the source data for creating another 
PivotTable. 

 
a. The PivotTable Cache - Each time that you create a new PivotTable or 

PivotChart, Excel stores a copy of the raw data in memory, and saves this 
storage area as part of the workbook file. Thus, each new PivotTable or 
PivotChart you create requires additional memory and disk space. However, 
when you use an existing PivotTable as the source for a new PivotTable in the 
same workbook, both reports share the same copy of the data(40). Because 
you reuse the same storage area, the size of the workbook file is reduced and 
less data is kept in memory. 

 
b. Location Requirements - To use a PivotTable as the source for another 

PivotTable, both reports must be in the same workbook.  
 

c. Source Data in Different Workbooks - If the source PivotTable report is in a 
different workbook, copy the source report to the workbook location where 
you want the new report to appear. PivotTable reports and PivotChart 
reports in different workbooks are separate, each with its own copy of the 
data in memory and in the workbook files. 

 
i. Changes Affect Both Reports - When you refresh the data in the new 

report, Excel also updates the data in the source report, and vice 
versa. When you group or ungroup items in one report, both reports 

javascript:AppendPopup(this,'722185033_26')
javascript:AppendPopup(this,'871286243_27')
javascript:AppendPopup(this,'601572370_28')
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are affected. When you create calculated fields or calculated items in 
one report, both reports are affected. 
 

II. PivotCharts – You cannot create a PivotChart from another 
PivotChart, but you can create a PivotChart from  a PivotTable that 
already has a PivotChart based on the data.  

 
10. Changing the Source Data(41)  - Some CPAs working with large volumes of data find that 

instead of creating 30 new PivotTables tied to a new data source, it is sometimes easier 
to create their data reports using a smaller set of data, and then simply change the 
source data range once they have completed the PivotTable report. For example, you 
may want to conveniently switch from a test database to a production database.  
 
To include additional data or different data, you can redefine the PivotTable’s source 
data range for the PivotTable report, or redefine the named Table Range the PivotTable 
points to.  
 
However, if your initial data is substantially different (with many new or additional 
fields) from your new data range, it may be easier to create a new report, rather than 
changing source data references. 
 

11. Displaying new data brought in by refresh - Refreshing a report can also change the 
data that is available for display. For reports based on worksheet lists, Excel retrieves 
new fields(42) within the source range or named range that you specified. For reports 
based on external data, Excel retrieves new data that meets the criteria for the 
underlying query or data that becomes available in an OLAP cube. You can view any new 
fields in the Field List and add the fields to the report. 
 

12. Changing OLAP cubes that you create - Reports based on OLAP data always have access 
to all of the data in the cube. If you created an offline cube file that contains a subset of 
the data in a server cube, you can use the Offline OLAP command to modify your cube 
file so that it contains different data from the server. 
 

13. Improving PivotTable Performance - If the PivotTable report is connected to an external 
data source that contains a lot of data, you can filter one or more fields before you add 
fields to the report, which can help reduce the time it takes to update the report(43). 

 

  

javascript:AppendPopup(this,'611041571_29')
javascript:AppendPopup(this,'856267801_30')
javascript:AppendPopup(this,'558208236_32')
javascript:AppendPopup(this,'568481424_34')
javascript:AppendPopup(this,'134700574_35')
javascript:AppendPopup(this,'441688701_36')
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Creating  
Pivot-Ready Data 

Chapter 3 
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Before you create, build or construct a PivotTable, you should first inspect your data to 
determine if it is in Pivot-Ready condition. In general, this means that the data must be: 
 

a. Contigous Data(44) – The data should contain no blank rows or blank columns. For 
example, the screen below shows blank rows (with solid lines). These rows should first 
be removed before proceeding with the creation of a PivotTable. 
 

 
 

b. Single Row Data(45) – Some accounting systems produce data that spans two or more 
rows per transaction. If this is the case, your will need to clean that data so that all 
related information for a single transaction or data is contained on a single row. For 
example, the following data contains multiple rows of data related to a single sales 
order. In this case, the user must move and paste the data to fall on a single row. This is 
an example of data that requires a great deal of clean up. 
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c. Column Headers -  The data should contain a unique header atop each column(46). For 
example, the following screen contains two columns labeled Date, while columns D and 
E contain no heading. These are both cases of data that should be cleaned before 
creating a PivotTable.  
 

 
 
If youn attempt to create a PivotTable using data that does not contain a column 
heading atop all columns, you will receive the folling error message(47). 
 

 
 
If you have data with the same column heading used more than once, Excel will alter the 
column headings when you create a PivotTable, so all headings will be unique(48). 
 

d. Row Descriptions - The raw data should repeat row descriptions for each row(49). For 
example, the screen below shows that the state and city descritions are not repeated 
for each row in columns A & B.  
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In this example, there are two ways you can solve this problem, as follows: 
 
a. Manually(50) – Manually copy the state and city names to the blank cells below. 

However, this option is only good for small amounts of data. 
 

b. Paste to Blanks(51) – A better approach is as follows: 
 

 In cell A8, insert the formula =A7. (This repeats the data in the above cell) 

 Copy cell A8 (Ctrl + C) 

 Highlight the range A7:B68 (in this example) 

 Press F5, to launch the GoTo dialog box. Select Special, Blanks, OK. 

 Paste (Ctrl + V) 
 

You have now repeated all row abels properly throughout the data range. 
 

 Finish by highlight columns A & B, then copy and paste value to convert the 
formulas to values. 

 
Note: Do not confuse this topic with the Repeat Items Labels tool(52), as pictured below. 
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e. Transposing Headers and Rows(53) – In some cases, data may need to be transposed 
because the PivotTable tool creates Field names from the Column headings, not the row 
headings. To do this, copy the data, then select Paste Special, Transpose, OK to flip the 
data around.   
 

f. Clean Data(54) – The data must be clean of empty text cells containing spaces, special 
characters, extra spaces within data, trailing spaces, trailing zeros, leading zeros, etc.  
 
CPAs often receive or retrieve data from many sources in a wide variety of formats such 
as Text or CSV formats. You don't always have control over the format and type of data 
that you import from an external data source, such as a database, text file, or a Web 
page. Before you can analyze the data, you often need to clean it up. Fortunately, Office 
Excel has many features to help you get data in the precise format that you want. 
Sometimes, the task is straightforward and there is a specific feature that does the job 
for you.  
 
For example, you can easily use Spell Checker(55) to clean up misspelled words in 
columns that contain comments or descriptions. Or, if you want to remove duplicate 
rows, you can quickly do this by using the Remove Duplicates(56) dialog box. At other 
times, you may need to manipulate one or more columns by using a formula to convert 
the imported text numbers into values(57).  
 
For example, if you want to remove trailing spaces, you can create a new column to 
clean the data by using a formula, filling down the new column, converting that new 
column's formulas to values, and then removing the original column. Excel provides 
many functions to help you clean your data as follows(58): 
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1. Import 
2. Text to Columns 
3. Remove Duplicates  
4. Find & Replace  
5. Spell Check 
6. =UPPER 
7. =LOWER 
8. =PROPER 
9. =FIND  
10. =SEARCH  
11. =LEN 
12. =SUBSTITUTE 
13. =REPLACE 

14. =LEFT 
15. =MID 
16. =RIGHT 
17. =VALUE 
18. =CONCATENATE 
19. =TEXT 
20. =TRIM 
21. =CLEAN 
22. =FIXED 
23. =DOLLAR 
24. =CODE 
25. Macros 

 
1. Importing Data into Excel – Of course Excel opens up Excel files, but what happens 

when you attempt to open data that is not contained in an Excel format? The answer is 
that Excel automatically imports that data on the fly and displays an Import Wizard to 
help you complete the process. The Text Import Wizard examines the text file that you 
are importing and helps you import the data(59) the way that you want. To start the Text 
Import Wizard, on the Data tab, in the Get External Data group, click From Text. Then, in 
the Import Text File dialog box, double-click the text file that you want to import. The 
following dialog box will be displayed: 
 

 
 
If items in the text file are separated by tabs, colons, semicolons, spaces, or other 
characters, select Delimited. If all of the items in each column are the same length, 
select Fixed width. In step 3, click the Advanced button to specify that one or more 
numeric values may contain a trailing minus sign. Also click the desired data format for 
each column to be imported.  
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2. Text to Columns – The Text to Columns command located on the Data Ribbon works 
exactly the same way as described above – the user simply launches it to convert data 
within an existing worksheet.  
 

3. No Built-in Logic Checking - Excel’s Text to Columns tool does not automatically 
recognize delimiters (commas, spaces, or quotes), although it may sometimes appear 
so. Like an elephant, Excel’s Text to Columns simply has a good memory. Each time you 
use Text to Columns, it remembers your parsing criteria and sets it as the default setting 
for future parse jobs(60), until Excel is closed.  
 
Some CPAs use the Text to Columns tool, changing the delimiter criteria as necessary, 
then they open a second file containing the same type of delimited data. In this second 
case, it may appear to them that Excel automatically recognized the embedded 
delimiter, but it was only following the lead from the first parsing job.  
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Notes: There is no option for changing the default Text to Columns delimiter in Excel, 
but you can achieve the same effect by setting the desired delimiters in a workbook and 
saving it as a template or as the default workbook(61). You could also create macros 
designed to parse data according to the delimiting criteria you frequently encounter.   

 
4. Removing Duplicate Rows(62) - Duplicate rows are a common problem when you import 

data. You can identify and remove duplicate rows by using the Data, Advanced Filter, 
Unique Records Only tool as show in the screen below.  

 

 
 

5. Find and Replace Text(63) – This tool can be used to identify and remove leading string, 
such as a label followed by a colon and space, or a suffix, such as a parenthetic phrase at 
the end of the string that is obsolete or unnecessary. You can do this by finding 
instances of that text and then replacing it with no text or other text. 
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Noteworthy Find and Replace Points: 
 

1. You can search and replace for an entire worksheet, or the entire 
workbook(64). 

2. You can find and replace formats with new formats(65). 
3. There is a cell chooser option(66) that makes it easier to find and replace 

formats. 
4. If you highlight a range of cells, then Search and Replace only searches and 

replaces within that range of cells(67).  
5. You can replace all at once or one at a time. 
6. You could also find and replace references in a formula. 
7. Searching for a “[“ is the only way to locate external links(68). 

 
6. Find and Replace in Word, rather than Excel – In some cases, it may make more sense 

to first paste your data into Word, and then use the Find and Replace tool in that 
environment, rather than Excel. This is particularly useful when you are working with 
row data that you want organized into paragraphs.  

 
For example, the easiest way to remove unwanted line breaks is to simply press Alt + 
Ctrl + K.(69) This keystroke combination runs Word’s AutoFormat command which 
analyzes the document and instantly applies an appropriate format, which includes the 
removal of unnecessary line breaks.  (In your case, you should consider adding the 
AutoFormat tool to your Quick Access Toolbar for easy access.) 
  
However, depending on the document, AutoFormat may delete (or alter) formatting 
that you wanted to keep. In this case, you are on the right track using the search and 
replace method as you described, you just need to add two small steps to your 
procedure to obtain the desired results. If you look closely, you will see that your 
document contains single paragraph breaks where you don’t want them, and double 
paragraph breaks where you do. The trick is to get rid of the breaks you don’t want but 
keep the breaks you do(70). Start by replacing the double paragraph breaks (which you 
do want to keep) with an uncommon sting of text that does not appear in the 
document, such as “5555”, as follows. From the Office 2010 or 2007 Home tab, select 
Editing, Replace to launch the Find and Replace dialog box. From the Office 2003 menu 
select Edit, Replace to launch the Find and Replace dialog box. Then, in the Find what 
box, type ^p^p, and in the Replace with box type 5555, as shown. 
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Click the Replace All button. Next, use find and replace again to remove all single 
paragraph breaks (which you don’t want) as follows: From the Home tab, select Editing, 
Replace and type ^p in the Find what box and enter a space in the Replace with box, 
then click the Replace All button (this action will remove all paragraph breaks from your 
document and adds spaces instead). Finally, restore the double paragraph breaks as 
follows: From the Home tab, select Editing, Replace and type 5555 in the Find what box 
and ^p^p in the Replace with box, then click the Replace All button. Your resulting 
document will be devoid of the unwanted paragraph breaks and you will be able to 
copy, paste and edit the text unencumbered by unwanted line breaks. 
 

7. Spell Check - You can use a spell checker to not only find misspelled words, but to find 
values that are not used consistently, such as product or company names, by adding 
those values to a custom dictionary. The spell check function also checks your grammar 
as well.  
 

 
 

8. Changing The Case Of Text(71) – You can use one or more of the three Case functions to 
convert text to lowercase letters, such as e-mail addresses, uppercase letters, such as 
product codes, or proper case, such as names or book titles. 
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Using a specific case in excel is not necessary because Excel ignores case(72) for all 
function calculations (such as VLOOKUPS); however, you may want to convert case for 
consistency and for better visual appeal and readability.  
 
Excel does utilize case when performing a Search when the Match Case checkbox is 
selected, or when performing a Sort when the Case Sensitive checkbox is selected(73). 
 
a. = UPPER(74) - Converts text to uppercase letters.  

 

 
 

b. =LOWER(75) - Converts all uppercase letters in a text string to lowercase letters.  
 

 
 

c. =PROPER(76) - Capitalizes the first letter in a text string and any other letters in text 
that follow any character other than a letter. Converts all other letters to lowercase 
letters.  

 

 
 

9. Merging And Splitting Columns(77) - A common task after importing data from an 
external data source is to either merge two or more columns into one, or split one 
column into two or more columns. For example, you may want to split a column that 
contains a full name into a first and last name. Or, you may want to split a column that 
contains an address field into separate street, city, region, and postal code columns. The 
reverse may also be true. Presented below are functions that to help you accomplish 
these tasks: 
 

10. =FIND(78) – Use Returns the starting position of a character, string of characters or word 
with a cell. Find is case sensitive. 
 

 

http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625821033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625701033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625731033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
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11. =SEARCH(79) – Returns the starting position of a character, string of characters or word 

with a cell. Search is not case sensitive. 
 

 
 

12. =LEN(80) – Displays the length or number of characters in a cell.  
 

 
 

13. =SUBSTITUTE(81) – Replaces a character or characters with a character or characters 
that you specify. 

 
 

14. =REPLACE(82) - Replaces a character or characters with a character or characters that 
you specify. 
 

 
 

15. =LEFT(83) – Extracts the specified number of characters from a cell, starting from the 
left.  
 

 
 

16. =MID(84) – Extracts the specified number of characters from a cell, starting from 
somewhere in the middle of the cell. 
 

 
 

http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625781033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625741033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
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17. =RIGHT(85) – Extracts the specified number of characters from a cell, starting from the 
right. 
 

 
 

18. =Value(86) – Converts text to values so the data can be added, subtracted, multiplied, 
divided or referenced in a function. 
 

 
 

19. =CONCATENATE(87) - Joins two or more text strings into one text string.  
 

 
 
Variations of these functions that are used when working with foreign languages:  
 
=FINDB – Use this when working with foreign characters like these ( "," ) 
=SEARCHB – Use this when working with foreign characters like these ( "," )  
=REPLACEB – Use this when working with foreign characters like these ( "," ) 
=LEFTB – Use this when working with foreign characters like these ( "," ) 
=RIGHTB – Use this when working with foreign characters like these ( "," ) 
=LENB – Use this when working with foreign characters like these ( "," ) 
=MIDB – Use this when working with foreign characters like these ( "," ) 

 
Cleaning Text – (Removing Spaces And Nonprinting Characters From Text) - Sometimes 
text values contain leading, trailing, or multiple embedded space characters ( character set 
values 32 and 160), or nonprinting characters (Unicode character set values 0 to 31, 127, 
129, 141, 143, 144, and 157). These characters can sometimes cause unexpected results 
when you sort, filter, or search(88). For example, in the external data source, users may make 
typographical errors by inadvertently adding extra space characters, or imported text data 
from external sources may contain nonprinting characters that are embedded in the text. 
Because these characters are not easily noticed, the unexpected results may be difficult to 
understand. Following is a list of functions you can use to remove these unwanted 
characters: 

 
20. =TEXT(89) - Converts a value to text in a specific number format. 

 

http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625771033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625741033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625681033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625761033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625691033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625711033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625801033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
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21. =TRIM(90) - Removes the 7-bit ASCII space character (value 32) from text.  
 

 
 

22. =CLEAN(91) - Removes the first 32 nonprinting characters in the 7-bit ASCII code (values 
0 through 31) from text. 
 

 
 

23. =FIXED(92) - Rounds a number to the specified number of decimals, formats the number 
in decimal format by using a period and commas, and returns the result.  
 

 
 

24. =DOLLAR(93) - Converts a number to text format and applies a currency symbol.  
 

 
 

25. =CODE(94) - Returns a numeric code for the first character in a text string.  
 

Fixing Dates and Times - There are many different date formats, and these varied formats 
may be confused with numbered part codes or other strings that contain slash marks or 

http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625811033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625601033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625651033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625631033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100625611033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
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hyphens, dates and times often need to be converted and reformatted. Presented below is 
a list of functions that help you accomplish this task. 

 
26. =DATE(95) - Returns the sequential serial number that represents a particular date. If the 

cell format was General before the function was entered, the result is formatted as a 
date. 
 

 
 

27. =DATEVALUE - Converts a date represented by text to a serial number.  
 

 
 

28. =TIME - Returns the decimal number for a particular time. If the cell format was 
General before the function was entered, the result is formatted as a date.  
 

29. =TIMEVALUE - Returns the decimal number of the time represented by a text string. 
The decimal number is a value ranging from 0 (zero) to 0.99999999, representing the 
times from 0:00:00 (12:00:00 AM) to 23:59:59 (11:59:59 P.M.).  
 
Transforming And Rearranging Columns And Rows - Most of the analysis and 
formatting features in Office Excel assume that the data exists in a single, flat two-
dimensional table. Sometimes you may want to make the rows become columns, and 
the columns become rows. At other times, data is not even structured in a tabular 
format, and you need a way to transform the data from a nontabular to a tabular 
format. The following function can help you achieve this goal: 
 

30. =TRANSPOSE(96) - Returns a vertical range of cells as a horizontal range, or vice versa. 
 

http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100622831033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100622841033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100622951033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100622961033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100698341033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
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31. Data Fill In Trick(97) – A clever trick for filling in missing data can be accomplished using 
the GOTO, Special, Blanks command. Here is how it works. This trick works well when 
you have a large volume of data but descriptions are not provided for every row, as 
shown in the example below: 
 

 
 
Start by entering a simple formula referencing the data label in the above cell, just like 
this: 
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a. Next copy that formula... 
b. Highlight the entire range containing data labels in columns A and B. 

columns... 
c. Press the F5 key to launch the GoTo dialog box... 
d. Select the Options Box... 
e. Click on the “Blanks” radio button... 
f. Press Enter... 
g. Paste. 

 

 
 
This action will cause all data labels to repeat in the empty cells beneath. Next: 
 

h. Copy columns A & B... 
i. Paste Special as values to convert the formulas to text based data labels... 
j. You are now ready to sort, filter, subtotal and pivot your data. 

 
Fetching Data - Occasionally, database administrators use Office Excel to find and correct 
matching errors when two or more tables are joined. This might involve reconciling two tables 
from different worksheets, for example, to see all records in both tables or to compare tables 
and find rows that don't match. 
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32. =VLOOKUP(98) - Searches for a value in the first column of a table array and returns a 
value in the same row from another column in the table array. For example, consider 
the example below which uses a =VLOOKUP function to calculate the appropriate 
amount  of tax due based on the IRS rate schedule.  
 

 
 
As the Income statement shown in the shaded area is updated , the resulting taxable 
income amount is referenced in Cell F13. Next, 3 VLOOKUP functions pull the 
appropriate rate, base and threshold information from the rate schedule to be used in 
calculating income tax. Once calculated, the resulting tax is referenced back to the 
income statement for the purposes of computing Net income After taxes. 
 
Key points to Consider when Using VLOOKUP: 
 
a. If you are looking up based on text, the first column containing lookup values must 

be sorted alphabetically in descending order – else it will not work properly.  
 

b. Another approach is to add the FALSE attribute at the end of the VLOOKUP 
function, to force Excel to lookup values based on exact matches. 
 

c. If you are looking up based on text, you must have an exact match between the 
lookup value and the table array value. 

 
d. If you are looking up based on values, the first column containing lookup values 

must be sorted numerically in descending order – else it will not work properly.  
 

e. If you are looking up based on values, then Excel will choose the closest value 
without going over. For example, if the lookup value is 198,000 and the table array 
contains values of 100,000 and 200,000, the n excel will choose 100,000 because 

http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100698351033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
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200,000 goes over or exceeds 198,000. (It might be helpful to think back to the old 
Bob barker game show the Price is Right.)  

 

 
 

33. =HLOOKUP(99) - Searches for a value in the top row of a table or an array of values, and 
then returns a value in the same column from a row you specify in the table or array.  
 

34. =INDEX(100) - Returns a value or the reference to a value from within a table or range. 
There are two forms of the INDEX function: the array form and the reference form.  
 

35. =MATCH(101) - Returns the relative position of an item in an array that matches a 
specified value in a specified order. Use MATCH instead of one of the LOOKUP functions 
when you need the position of an item in a range instead of the item itself.  
 

36. =OFFSET(102) - Returns a reference to a range that is a specified number of rows and 
columns from a cell or range of cells. The reference that is returned can be a single cell 
or a range of cells. You can specify the number of rows and the number of columns to 
be returned.  
 

37. Data Cleaning with Macros - To periodically clean the same data source, consider 
recording a macro or writing code to automate the entire process. There are also a 
number of external add-ins written by third-party vendors, listed in the Third-party 
providers section, that you can consider using if you don't have the time or resources to 
automate the process on your own. 
 

38. RAND( ) (103), RANDBETWEEN( ) (104), ROUND( ) (105) – In Excel 2003, RANDBETWEEN is 
not in the standard EXCEL 2003 installation(106) but if the analysis tool pack is installed 
and the add-in activated it is an extremely useful function. 
 

http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100624111033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100698311033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100624141033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=HP100624151033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/client/helppreview.aspx?AssetID=HA102218401033&QueryID=HMvF2DuYZ0&respos=10&rt=2&ns=EXCEL&lcid=1033&pid=CH100648471033#Third-party providers
http://office.microsoft.com/client/helppreview.aspx?AssetID=HA102218401033&QueryID=HMvF2DuYZ0&respos=10&rt=2&ns=EXCEL&lcid=1033&pid=CH100648471033#Third-party providers
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39. Informational Functions 
 
CELL(info_type,reference) (107) - Info_type   is a text value that specifies what type of cell 
information you want. The following list shows the possible values of info_type and the 
corresponding results. 

Info_type Returns 

"address" Reference of the first cell in reference, as text. 

"col" Column number of the cell in reference. 

"color" 1 if the cell is formatted in color for negative values; otherwise returns 
0 (zero). 

"contents" Value of the upper-left cell in reference; not a formula.  

"filename" Filename (including full path) of the file that contains reference, as 
text. Returns empty text ("") if the worksheet that contains reference 
has not yet been saved. 

"format" Text value corresponding to the number format of the cell. The text 
values for the various formats are shown in the following table. 
Returns "-" at the end of the text value if the cell is formatted in color 
for negative values. Returns "()" at the end of the text value if the cell 
is formatted with parentheses for positive or all values. 

"parentheses" 1 if the cell is formatted with parentheses for positive or all values; 
otherwise returns 0. 

"prefix" Text value corresponding to the "label prefix" of the cell. Returns 
single quotation mark (') if the cell contains left-aligned text, double 
quotation mark (") if the cell contains right-aligned text, caret (^) if the 
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cell contains centered text, backslash (\) if the cell contains fill-aligned 
text, and empty text ("") if the cell contains anything else.  

"protect" 0 if the cell is not locked, and 1 if the cell is locked. 

"row" Row number of the cell in reference. 

"type" Text value corresponding to the type of data in the cell. Returns "b" for 
blank if the cell is empty, "l" for label if the cell contains a text 
constant, and "v" for value if the cell contains anything else. 

"width" Column width of the cell rounded off to an integer. Each unit of 
column width is equal to the width of one character in the default font 
size. 

Reference  the cell that you want information about. If omitted, information specified in 
info_type is returned for the last cell that was changed. The following list describes the 
text values CELL returns when info_type is "format", and reference is a cell formatted 
with a built-in number format. 

 

If the Microsoft Excel format is CELL returns 

General  "G" 

0 "F0" 

#,##0  ",0" 

0.00 "F2" 

#,##0.00  ",2" 

$#,##0_);($#,##0)  "C0" 

$#,##0_);[Red]($#,##0)  "C0-" 

$#,##0.00_);($#,##0.00) "C2" 

$#,##0.00_);[Red]($#,##0.00)  "C2-" 

0%  "P0" 

0.00%  "P2" 

0.00E+00  "S2" 

# ?/? or # ??/?? "G" 

m/d/yy or m/d/yy h:mm or mm/dd/yy "D4" 

d-mmm-yy or dd-mmm-yy "D1" 
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d-mmm or dd-mmm "D2" 

mmm-yy  "D3" 

mm/dd "D5" 

h:mm AM/PM  "D7" 

h:mm:ss AM/PM  "D6" 

h:mm  "D9" 

h:mm:ss  "D8" 

 
If the info_type argument in the CELL formula is "format", and if the cell is formatted 
later with a custom format, then you must recalculate the worksheet to update the CELL 
formula. 

 

 
 

Third-Party Solutions – In case Excels built in functions are not sufficient to meet your 
needs, following is a partial list of third-party providers that have products that are used 
to clean data in a variety of ways. 
 

Provider Product 
Add-in Express Ltd. Advanced Find & Replace, Merge Cells Wizard 
Add-Ins.com Duplicate Finder 
AddinTools AddinTools Assist 
CDX Zip Stream 
Click 2 Convert Converts PDF to Excel formats 
DigDB Add-ins for Excel® 
JKP Application Development Flexfind for Excel 
J-Walk & Associates, Inc. Power Utility Pak Version 7 
Office Assistance LLC Similar Data Finder for Excel® 
PATools PATools Advanced Find Replace 
PDF2XL Converts PDF files to Excel Formats 
Spinnaker Software Solutions Spinnaker DB tools for Excel 
Vonnix Excel Power Expander 4.6 
WinPure ListCleaner Lite 
ListCleaner Pro 
Clean and Match 2007 

 

http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=EM101250071033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=EM012315851033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=XT102259091033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=EM011832581033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://www.cdxtech.com/CDXZipStream_Overview.aspx?m=3
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=EM102164121033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=EM011490771033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=XT102259101033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=EM102203601033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=EM101070251033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=EM011232781033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=XT102259111033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=XT102259121033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=XT102259131033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
http://office.microsoft.com/search/redir.aspx?AssetID=XT102259141033&CTT=5&Origin=HA102218401033&app=EXCEL&ver=12
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Case Study  
Preparing QuickBooks Data  

for Pivoting 
Chapter 4 
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When it comes to pivoting QuickBooks data in Excel, you must first do a little bit of clean up 
work before Pivoting process can begin(108). In the following example, I have exported a 
QuickBooks General Ledger Report from 1995 to 2011, and I walk you through the process of 
preparing the expense portion of this data for pivoting, as follows. 
 
1. Remove Empty Columns – QuickBooks provides an option for exporting a general ledge 

report to Excel without empty columns, but this is nt the default action. If you have not 
adjusted this default setting, then your exported general ledger report will contain empty 
columns, and you should remove them by selecting an empty column, right clicking on that 
cloumn, and selecting Delete Column. Thereafter, you can select each subsequent empty 
column and press the F4 key to repeat the deletion. 
 

2. Reformat Text Columns – QuickBooks does a nasty thing when it exports data to Excel in 
that it formats all text columns with text formatting, making it impossible to insert text 
based formulas, (which we want to do in the next step). To correct this problem, select the 
text columns and from the Hom e tab, select General from the Number Format drop down 
options box in the Number group.  
 

3. Delete the Non Expense Related Rows – In this example, the expense related rows begin on 
row 9490, therefore I will delete everything above that row, except the top row column 
headings. Select these rows by clicking on row 9408, the hold the Shift Key down and press 
HOME, then move down one row, right-click on the selected range and select DELETE. The 
data should now appear as follows: 

 

 
 

4. Insert Column Descriptions – In this example, there is no column description in Columns A 
& B, therefore we need to insert descriptions – any description will do.  
 

5. Repeat Account Description – In column B, the Account Description must be repeated on 
all subsequent blank rows below. For example, the phrase Advertising – Business shown on 
2 in the screen image above needs to be  repeated on rows 3, 4, 5, and 6. To do this: 

 
a. In cell B3, enter the formula =B2. 
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b. Copy cell B3 by pressing Ctrl + C. 
c. Highlight the range from B2 to the end of column B’s data range, B8816 in 

this example. 
d. Press the F5 key to launch the GoTo dialog box. 
e. Click the Special button, check the radio button labeled Blanks, then click OK. 
f. Paste the data by pressing Ctrl + V. 
g. Next, select Column B and copy the entire column by pressing Ctrl + C. 
h. selecting Home tab, Paste Special, Paste Values.  (Note that without this 

extra step, you will end up with formulas, and not values throughout column 
B, which will not be suitable for Pivoting.) 
 

 
 

6. Save Your Work – At this point, save your work (and save it often), perhaps to a new file 
name (such as Export 2), in case power goes out or a major mistake is made.  
 

7. Number Each Row – Insert a new column in front of Column A, and number them 
sequentially. To insert numbers quickly, enter the number 1 in cell A1 and the number 2 in 
cell A2. Now highlight cells A1:A2, and doubleclick the Fill handle. This action will 
automatically number your rows dow to row 8,816. 
 

 
 

8. Eliminate Non Transaction Rows – The data’s transaction rows each contain a date, 
therefore sort the data by the date column, then delete all rows that do not have dates, 
then resort the data by column A in descending order. 
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9. Delete Columns A & B – Delete columns A & B As they are no longer needed. 
 

10. Format the Data – To make the data visually easier to read, format the data to your desired 
appearance. For example, I changed all fonts to Calibri and all font colors to black: I 
removed unneccessaery borders and lines: I bolded the column heading labels only: I 
adjusted column widths; and I centered certain text columns. My data now appears as 
follows: 

 

 
 

11.  Tidy the Debits and Credits Columns – The presentation of the debits and credits columns 
are not conducive to easy pivoting, therefore I inserted the formula to combine debits and 
credits in the same column as shown below.  
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Next I converted the formulas contained in Column K to values using the same steps 
mentioned above (in steps 5g & 5h), labeled Column K, then deleted Columns H, I and J as 
they are no lobnger needed. My data now appears as follows: 
 

 
   

12. Data Review and More Cleaning – Now that the data has been cleaned from a layout point 
of view, it still must be reviewed for consistency in content as well. For example, in this data 
set we can see many problems as follows: 

 
a. Consistency – A quick review reveals that consistent account dewcriptins and memos 

have not been used throughout the data. For example, the phrase AT&T Univesal Card 
has not been entered consistently. If you plan to summarize data using this phrase, then 
consistent phrasology is needed throughout. 

 

 
 

b. No Amounts - Some transactions have no amounts, which may be due to Voided 
transactions or other explanations. Each of these transactions should be reviewed to 
determine if that line item shoul dbe removed completely. 
 

c. Credit Amounts – Some transactions have credit balances, which aren’t expenses at all. 
Each of these transactions should be reviewed to ensure the data is a valid expense, and 
if not, consideration should be given to removing the transaction completely.  

 
13. Ready for Pivoting – At this point, the data is ready for pivoting. As an example, the 

PivotTable report shown below was created in only a few seconds, inlcuding time to adjust 
the grouping of the dates listed across the report in Years. 
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The QuickBooks Check Detail Report(109) 
 

In the example presented above, the data contains some credit card transactions that are not 
spelled out in detail; instead the memo reads “Multiple”, as pictured below. This is because the 
bookkeeper did not input the credit card details correctly using QuickBooks “Enter Credit Card 
Charges” data entry screen. You can see the issue pictured below. 

 

 
 
For this reason and others, many people find the QuickBooks Check Detail Report to be a better 
report for exporting to Excel in order to analyze expenses. In essence, the QuickBooks Check 
Detail Report provides a listing of every check written, along with line item descriptions and 
account posting details. 
 
The steps for preparing the QuickBooks Check Detail Report for pivoting are similar to those 
mentioned above. Quickly, those steps again are as follows: 
 

a. Change formatting from Text to General. 
b. Insert a column and number each row sequentially. 
c. Delete empty columns. 
d. Repeat missing row descriptions, as needed. 
e. Sort the data and delete unnecessary rows. 
f. Format the data to be more readable. 

 
With the QuickBooks Check Detail Report, if you follow the steps described above, you will still 
end up with double rows for each check, as shown below.  
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This occurs because the QuickBooks Check Detail Report displays both sides of the transaction 
entry for each check. The solution here is pay attention to the column labeled Paid Amount. If 
you sort by the Paid Amount column and delete all of those rows that contain an amount in 
that column, then you will lose the detailed split information for each transaction. But if you 
sort by the Paid Amount column and delete all of those rows that contain no amount in that 
column, then you will lose the date and name of the transaction. 
 
The solution is to repeat the name and date information in subsequent rows, and then delete 
the rows that contain no amount in that Paid Amount column (using the Paste to Blanks 
procedure described above).  
 
Now your data is ready to pivot. What started out as a 39,598 row report is now a 15,014 row 
report; in this case a report that details all of the checks written in the past 16 years for this 
particular client. 
 
For example, creating a simply PivotTable with Names along the rows, and Dates across the 
columns, yields the following result with more than 2,300 columns – a column for each date 
checks were written. 
 

 
 
In this case, you can summarize the columns by right-clicking a date and selecting Years, as 
pictured below.  
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This action tidies up the columns, summarizing them by Year instead of by Day.  
 

 
 
Thereafter; double clicking any number on this report drills down to a detailed listing 
supporting that number, which makes it easy to analyze where expenses are growing, and 
analyze those trends.  
 

Consolidations 
 
The procedure described above could be helpful in consolidating the revenue and expenses for 
multiple companies, particularly if the same Account Names were used in each company. 
Simply export the general ledger or check detail reports for each company, copy and paste 
them onto the same worksheet in Excel, and follow the steps described herein to produce a 
detailed PivotTable Income Statement that can be easily drilled, sorted or charted.  
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Creating, Building & 
Customizing Your  

PivotTables 
Chapter 5 
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14. Customizing a PivotTable - Once you have created a PivotTable, you can customize, 
manipulate, and fine-tune it many ways, as follows: 

 
1) Rearranging the fields(110) in the PivotTable field List produces different layouts. 

Move a column field to the row area or a row field to the column area. 
 

2) Clicking the minus and plus icons expand and collapse(111) the data (in outline mode). 
 

3) Sort(112) the PivotTable by any column or row. 
 

4) Filter(113) the PivotTable by any field, or by multiple fields. 
 

5) Group fields (114) together and subtotal fields. 
 

6) Group items(115) together and subtotal items. 
 

7) Change summary functions to average, or count(116) instead of sum. 
 

8) Add custom calculations(117) and formulas. 
 

9) Change the PivotTable report form to compact(118), outline(119), or tabular. 
 

10) Add or remove fields.  
 

11) Change the order of fields or items (by dragging and dropping(120)).  
 

12) Turn column and row field headers on or off(121). (Right Click, Options, Display) 
 

13) Display or hide blank rows(122). (Right Click, Options, Display) 
 

14) Display subtotals above(123) or below their rows. (PivotTable Tools, Design, 
Subtotals) 

 
15) Adjust column widths on refresh(124).  

 
16) Move a column field to the row area or a row field to the column area(125).  

 
17) Merge or unmerge cells for outer row and column items.  

 
18) Change how errors and empty cells are displayed(126). (Right Click, Layout & Format) 

 
19) Change how items and labels without data are shown. (127) (Right Click, Options, 

Display) 
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20) Manually and conditionally format cells and ranges.(128) (Home tab, Styles)  
 

21) Change the overall PivotTable format style.(129)  
 

22) Change values to display as percentages instead of values.(130) 
 

23) Change the number format for fields. (131) (Right Click, Value Field Setting, Number 
Format) 

 
24) Include Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) Server formatting. 

 
 
15. The Field List – There are a variety of ways to control/display the Field List, as follows: 
 

a. Displaying the Field List - If you don't see the PivotTable Field List, click anywhere in 
the PivotTable to display the Field List(132). If the Field List does not display, then it is 
closed. If closed, you can open the Field List several ways as follows: 

 
i. Right-click the PivotTable, and then click Show Field List(133).  

 
ii. Click Field List on the PivotTable Tools Ribbon(134), Options tab, Show group 

for a PivotTable; PivotChart Tools, Analyze tab, Show/Hide group for a 
PivotChart. 

 
b. Docking the Field List(135) - You can dock the PivotTable Field List to either side of the 

Excel window, as pictured below.  
 

 
 

c. Resize the Docked field List(136) - You can horizontally resize the docked Field List.  
 

javascript:AppendPopup(this,'187420308_5')
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d. Floating the Field List(137) - You can also undock and float the PivotTable Field List, in 
which case, you can resize it both vertically and horizontally. 
 

 
 
 

e. Field List Stacking(138) – An Options button in the top right corner of the Field List 
enables you to display the Field List in four different arrangements, as pictured 
below.  
 

       
 

f. Resizing Field List Sections(139) - In the Fields Section and Areas Section Stacked and 
Fields Section and Areas Section Side-By-Side views, you can adjust the width and 
height of each section by resting the pointer on the section divider until the pointer 

changes to a vertical double arrow or horizontal double arrow , by dragging 

Wider 
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the double arrow up or down or left or right to where you want it, and then either 
clicking the double arrow or pressing Enter. 
 

g. Missing Field Names - If you don't see the fields that you want to use in the 
PivotTable Field List, refresh the PivotTable or PivotChart by right-clicking the 
PivotTable or PivotChart and selecting Refresh. 

 
16. Controlling the Layout of a PivotTable(140) 
 

You can substantially change the layout of a PivotTable using one of three forms, as 
follows: Compact form, Tabular Form, or Outline form. These three forms are pictured 
below, using the same data. 

 

   
Compact Form       Tabular Form      Outline Form 

 
a. Compact form was added beginning in Excel 2007(141), and this form collapses all 

description columns into a single hierarchical outline view. The benefits are: 
 

i. A report in compact form is in most cases, easier to read(142).  
 

ii. The resulting row labels also take up less space(143) in compact form, which 
leaves more room to display numeric data.  
 

iii. Expand and Collapse buttons are displayed so that you can display or hide 
details in compact form.  

 
b. Tabular form displays one column per field and provides space for field headers. The 

benefits are: 
 

i. The Tabular form provides a view more similar to the view of your raw 
data(144), which in some cases, could make it easier to refer back and forth. 
 

ii. The Tabular form makes filter buttons available(145) to you for each column, 
whereas in the compact view you must first select a member before applying 
the filter. 

javascript:AppendPopup(this,'728768714_1')
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c. Outline form is similar to tabular form but it can display subtotals at the top of every 

group(146). Also, all items in the next column are displayed one row below the 
current item. 

  
d. To change the layout of a PivotTable to compact, outline, or tabular form, click 

anywhere in the PivotTable, and on the PivotTable Tools Ribbon, select Design, 
Report Layout, as shown. 

 

 
 

e. You can add expand and collapse icons to any member in a PivotTable by clicking on 
that member’s description. For example, pictured below expand and collapse icons 
have been added after double clicking the phrase “Consulting”.  

 

 
 

17. Re-arranging Fields on a PivotTable - To get the final layout results that you want, you can 
add, rearrange, and remove fields by using the PivotTable Field List, as follows: 

 
a. Select the PivotTable - If you don't see the PivotTable Field List, click on the 

PivotTable to select it. 
 

b. Display the Field List - If you still don't see the PivotTable Field List, on the Options 
tab, in the Show/Hide group, click Field List. 

 
c. Refresh - If you don't see the fields that you want to use in the PivotTable Field List, 

you may need to refresh the PivotTable report to display any new fields, calculated 
fields, measures, calculated measures, or dimensions that you have added since the 
last operation. On the Options tab, in the Data group, click Refresh. 
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d. Add Fields – To add fields, check the checkbox next to the field name in the field 
section of the Field List.  

 

 
 

e. Default Field Arrangement(147) - By default, text fields are added to the Row Labels 
area, numeric fields are added to the Values area, date and time fields are added to 
the Column Labels area. 

 

 
 

f. Rearrange Fields(148) – To rearrange fields, click and drag the Field Name button to a 
different Drag box, as pictured below.  

 

      
 

g. Re-Ordering Fields(149) – You can also rearrange Field Names to control the display 
order of the data in the PivotTable. For example, to adjust the display order of 
Fields, click and drag the Field Name button above or below other Field Name 
Buttons in the same Drag box, as pictured below. 

By Default, 
Values Go Here 

By Default, Text 
Goes Here 

By Default,  
Dates Go Here 
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h. Copy Fields in a PivotTable(150) - You may want to add the same field more than 
once to the Values area so that you can display different calculations by using the 
Show Values As to display Percentage of Column Total, for example. To do this, click 
and drag the desired Field Name (from the Field list Area) to the Values box (in the 
Drag Box area). Thereafter, right-click the heading label for the new column and 
select Value Field Settings, Show Values As, Percentage of Column Total. The 
results should appear as pictured below. 
 

 
 

i. Note – Clearing a checkbox in the Field List removes all instances of the field from 
the PivotTable(151). To remove just one instance of a field name that has been 
duplicated, click the Field Name Button’s Drop Down Arrow in a Layout area, and 
then click Remove Field, as pictured below. As an alternative, you could also click 
and hold a field name in the layout section, and then drag it outside the PivotTable 
Field List. 
 

 
 

j. Edit Column Labels(152) – You can edit column and row labels by double-clicking the 
label and typing in your desired label. In the example pictured above, I have edited 
the last column from “Sum of Revenue2” to “Percentages”.  
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k. Rearrange Using Drop Down Arrows(153) – Instead of clicking and dragging Field 

name buttons, you could also click the Field Name Button’s drop down arrow to 
reveal a pop up menu as shown below.  
 

 
 

The action for each of these commands is explained below. 
 

i. Move Up - Move the field up one position in the area. 
ii. Move Down - Move the field down position in the area. 

iii. Move to Beginning - Move the field to the beginning of the area. 
iv. Move to End - Move the field to the end of the area. 
v. Move to Report Filter - Move the field to the Report Filter area. 

vi. Move to Row Labels - Move the field to the Row Labels area. 
vii. Move to Column Labels - Move the field to the Column Labels area. 

viii. Move to Values - Move the field to the Values area. 
ix. Field Settings - Display the Field Settings or Value Field Settings dialog 

boxes.  
 

l. PivotTable Tools Options Show Group(154) – The Show group on the PivotTable 
Tools, Options Tab enables you to show or hide the Field List, Expand and Collapse 
buttons, and Field Headers. These buttons are pictured below.  
 

 
 

m. Displaying Subtotals Above Rows(155) - To display subtotals above or below their 
rows: 
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i. In the PivotTable, select the row field for which you want to display 
subtotals. (In Outline or Tabular form, you can also double-click the row 
field.)  
 

ii. On the PivotTable Tools, Options tab, in the Active Field group, click Field 
Settings.  
 

iii. On the Subtotals & Filters tab, under the Subtotals, click Automatic or 
Custom. (Note - If None is selected, subtotals are turned off.)  
 

iv. On the Layout & Print tab, under Layout, click Show Item Labels in Outline 
Form, and then do one of the following:  

 
1. To display subtotals above the subtotaled rows, select the Display 

subtotals at the top of each group check box. This option is selected 
by default.  
 

2. To display subtotals below the subtotaled rows, clear the Display 
subtotals at the top of each group check box. 

 
 

  
 

n. Turning Column Headers Off(156) – To turn column headers on or off, select 
PivotTable Tools, Options tab, Show group, Field Headers.  

 
o. Rearranging Individual Items within a Row or Column(157) - To change the order of 

row or column items, in the PivotTable, right-click the row or column label or the 
item in a label, select Move, and then use one of the commands on the Move menu 
to move the item to another location. Select the row or column label item that you 
want to move, and then point to the bottom border of the cell. When the pointer 
becomes a four-headed pointer, drag the item to a new position. The following 
illustration shows how to move a row item by dragging. 
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p. Adjust Column Widths on Refresh(158) – To adjust column widths on refresh, right-
click on the PivotTable and select PivotTable Options. Next, on the Layout & Format 
tab, under Format, check or uncheck the checkbox labeled Autofit column widths 
on update. 
 

 
 

q. Merge or Unmerge Cells for Outer Row and Column Items – To merge cells for row 
and column items in order to center the items horizontally and vertically, or to 
unmerge cells, right-click on the PivotTable and select PivotTable Options. Next, on 
the Layout & Format tab, under Layout, check or uncheck the checkbox labeled 
Merge and center cells with labels. 
 

 
 
Before and after screen shots of this type of merge is presented below. 

 

  
Before Merging        After Merging 

 
 

r. Change the Display of Blank Cells, Blank Lines, and Errors (159) – if your PivotTable 
data contains blank cells, blank lines, or errors, and you want to change the way they 
are displayed, right-click on the PivotTable and select PivotTable Options. Next, on 
the Layout & Format tab, under Format, check or uncheck the checkboxes labeled 
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For error values show and For empty cells show, and enter the desired results in the 
adjacent text box.  
 

 
 
Tip - To display blank cells, delete any characters in the box. To display zeros, clear 
the check box. 

 
s. Display or hide blank lines after rows or items(160) – if your PivotTable data contains 

blank lines, and you want to change the way they are displayed, select the blank 
row, then right-click on the PivotTable and select Field Settings. Next, on the Layout 
& Print tab, under Layout, check or uncheck the checkbox labeled Insert blank line 
after each label.  
 

 
 
Note - You can apply character and cell formatting to the blank lines, but you cannot 
enter data in them. (161) 

 
t. Control Cells with No Data – (This setting is only available for an OLAP based 

PivotTables, and only to Excel 2003 and earlier.) To control how items and labels 
with no data are displayed, right-click on the PivotTable and select PivotTable 
Options. Next, on the Display tab, under Display, select or clear the Show items 
with no data on rows, Show items with no data on columns or hide row items that 
have no values. 
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PivotTable Options 
Chapter 6 
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18. Accessing the PivotTable Options(162) – The PivotTable Options are accessible by right-
clicking a PivotTable and selecting PivotTable Options, Value Field Settings or other menu 
options; or from the PivotTable Tools tab by selecting the Options tab. Examples of these 
PivotTable Option dialog boxes and menu tabs are pictured below.    

 

   
 

 
 

19. Hidden Options(163) - However, another Options dialog box can be displayed by right-clicking 
on a row description (or column heading), and selecting Field Settings as shown below. 
 

    
 

Presented below is the hidden Field Settings dialog box that appears.  
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20. PivotTable Options – There are a wide number of options available for fine-tuning a 
PivotTable. To access these options, right click the PivotTable and select PivotTable Options. 
This action will laucnh a dialog box with the following six tabs. 
 

 
 

a. Rename the PivotTable(164) - To rename your PivotTable, enter a new name in the 
name box and click OK. 

 

 
 

Layout & Format tab 
 
b. Merge and Center Cells with Labels – You cannot use the Merge Cells check box 

under the Alignment tab in a PivotTable; you must instead click the Merge and 
Center Cells with Labels checkbox in the PivotTable Options dialog box. 
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c. Indent The Compact Form Row Labels(165) - To indent rows in the row labels area 
when the PivotTable report is in compact format, select an indentation level of 0 to 
127. Below see the difference between 1 indent and 5 indents. 

 

 
 

 
 

d. Display Fields In Report Filter Area(166) - Select Down, Then Over to first display 
fields in the report filter area in a column. Select Over, Then Down to first display 
fields in the report filter area in a row. (Note as the column (or row) becomes full, 
new filters spill over into new column (or row)) 
 

 
 

 
 

e. Report filter fields per column(167) - Type or select the number of fields to display 
before taking up another column or row based on the setting of Display fields in 
report filter area. 
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f. For Error Values Show(168) – If your raw data contains errors, then your PivotTable 
will repeat those errors. In this case, you can place a check in the checkbox labeled 
For error vales show and indicate the text you would prefer to show. 
 

 
 

 
 

g. For Empty Cells Show(170) - If your raw data contains blank cells, then your 
PivotTable may repeat those blank cells. In this case, you can place a check in the 
checkbox labeled For Empty Cells Show and indicate the text you would prefer to 
show instead. 
 

 
 

h. Autofit Column Widths On Update(171) – By default, Excel automatically adjusts 
PivotTable columns to fit to the size of the widest text or number value when you 
refresh the data. To prevent this from happeneing, clear the check in the checkbox 
labeled Autofit Column Widths On Update. 
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i. Preserve Cell Formatting On Update(172) – In some cases, you might want to make 
formmatting changes to a PivotTable for better readibility, but when you refresh the 
data, you want the PivotTable to revert back to it’s default format. In this case, clear 
the checkbox labeled Preserve Cell Formatting On Update.  However, if you want to 
keep your format changes, even upon refresh, then check the checkbox labeled 
Preserve Cell Formatting On Update. 
 
(Note: Many people who use this feature find that the format still reverts back upon 
refresh, but what they really see is their column widths adjusting(173). Therefore, if 
this is a problem for you, make sure to uncheck the checkbox labeled Autofit 
Column Widths On Update as discussed above.) 
  

Totals & Filters 
  

j. Show Grand Totals For Rows(174) – This option allows you to Display or Hide the 
Grand Total column (next to the last column). 
 

k. Show Grand Totals For Columns(175) - This option allows you to display or hide the 
Grand Total row (at the bottom of the PivotTable). 
 

 
 

 
 

l. Subtotal Filtered Page Items – Use this option to include or exclude report-filtered 
items in subtotals. Note - this setting is only available for an OLAP data source. 

 

 
 

m. Allow Multiple Filters Per Field(176) - Use this option to include all values, including 
those hidden by filtering, when Microsoft Office Excel calculates subtotals and the 
grand total.  Note - this setting is only available for a non-OLAP data source. 
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n. Use Custom Lists When Sorting(177) - Use this option to enable or disable the use of 
Custom Lists when sorting a PivotTable. The reason you might want to clear this 
check box is to improve performance when you sort large amounts of data. 
  

Display 
 

o. Show Expand/Collapse Buttons – Check this option to display the plus or minus 
buttons that you use to expand or collapse row or column labels. (You might want to 
hide the plus or minus buttons when you print a PivotTable or to make a a 
PivotTable more readable on the screen.  
 

p. Show Contextual Tooltips – Use this option to display tooltips that show (or hide) 
value, row, or column information for a field or data value.  
 

q. Show Properties In Tooltips - Use this option to display (or hide) tooltips that display 
property information for an item. Note - this setting is only available for an OLAP 
data source. 
 

r. Display Field Captions and Filter Drop Downs - Use this option to display (or hide) 
PivotTable captions at the top of the PivotTable report and filter drop-down arrows 
on column and row labels. 

 

 
 

s. Classic PivotTable Layout(178) – If you like the old excel 2003 drag and drop style of 
creating and working with a PivotTable, you can revert back to this old style by 
checking the Classic PivotTable layout checkbox. 
 

 
 
Note - This option does not enable compatibility with previous versions of 
PivotTable reports.  
 

t. Show Items With No Data On Rows  - To display or hide row items that have no 
values, check the checkbox labeled Show items with no data on rows. Note - This 
setting is only available for an OLAP data source. 
 

u. Show Items With No Data On Columns - To display or hide column items that have 
no values, check the checkbox labeled Show items with no data on columns. Note - 
This setting is only available for an OLAP data source. 
 

v. Display Item Labels When No Fields Are In The Values Area - To display or hide item 
labels when there are no fields in the value area, check the checkbox labeled Display 
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item labels when no fields are in the values area. Note - This check box only applies 
to PivotTable reports created prior to Office Excel 2007. 
 

w. Show Calculated Members From Olap Server  - To display or hide calculated 
members in a dimension, check the checkbox labeled Show Calculated Members 
From Olap Server. Note - This setting is only available for an OLAP data source. 
 

The following two options are mutually exclusive: 
 

x. Sort A to Z(179) - To sort the fields in the PivotTable field list in ascending alphabetical 
sort order, , check the checkbox labeled Sort A to Z. Note - This setting is not 
available for an OLAP data source. 
 

y. Sort In Data Source Order(180) - To sort the fields in the PivotTable field list in the 
order that is specified by the external data source, , check the checkbox labeled Sort 
in data source order. Note - This setting is not available for an OLAP data source. 
  

Printing 
  

z. Print Expand/Collapse Buttons When Displayed On PivotTable(181) - To display (or 
hide) expand and collapse buttons when you print a PivotTable, check the checkbox 
labeled Print Expand/Collapse Buttons When Displayed On PivotTable. This check 
box is not available if the Show drill buttons check box is cleared in the Display tab of 
this dialog box. 
 

aa. Repeat Row Labels On Each Printed Page(182) - To repeat the current item labels of 
the row label area on each page of a printed PivotTable, check the checkbox labeled 
Repeat Row Labels On Each Printed Page. 

 
bb. Set Print Titles(183) - To enable (or disable) the repeating of row and column field 

headers and column item labels on each printed page of a PivotTable, check the 
checkbox labeled Set print titles. 
 
Note(184) – Using this feature requires a little more work on your part as follows. To 
actually print the labels, you must still enter values in the Rows to repeat at the top 
or Columns to repeat at left boxes under the Print titles section in the Sheet tab of 
the Page Setup dialog box (On the Page Layout tab, in the Page Setup group, click 
Print Titles. 
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Data 
 

a. Save Source Data With File(185) - Select or clear to save or not save the data from the 
external data source with the workbook. Note - This setting is not available for an 
OLAP data source. 
 

b. Enable Expand To Detail(186) - Select or clear to enable drilling down to detail data 
from the data source, and then displaying the data on a new worksheet. Note  - This 
setting is not available for an OLAP data source. 
 

c. Refresh Data When Opening The File - Select or clear to refresh or not refresh the 
data when you open the Excel workbook that contains this PivotTable report. Note - 
This setting is not available for an OLAP data source. 
 

d. Number Of Items To Return Per Field - To specify the number of items for each field 
to temporarily cache with the workbook, select one of the following: 

 
i. Automatic - The default number of unique items for each field. 

ii. None - No unique items for each field. 
iii. Max - The maximum number of unique items for each field. You can specify 

up to 1,048,576 items. 
 
 Note - This setting is not available for an OLAP data source. 

 
Note(187): If you need to query more than 1,048, 576 rows of data, then use the filter option 
to query only a portion of your data, such as first quarter data, then repeat queries for 
additional queries on additional worksheets. 
 

Value Field Settings 
 
The Value Field Settings dialog box enables you to control the formulas that appear in your 
PivotTable(188) (as opposed to writing your own formulas as calculated fields).  
 
For example, you can use Show Values As to quickly present values in different ways. Show 
Values As is not a new feature but in Excel 2010, it’s much easier to find and use. It also 
provides several new calculation options, such as % of Parent Total or % Running Total In. 

 
Side-by Side Calculations(189) - While you can use the Show Values As feature to display 
different calculations in a value field, you can also use this feature to add the same value 
fields to a PivotTable more than once to display the actual value and other calculations, such 
as a running total calculation, side-by-side. 
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To add two or more of the same value fields to the PivotTable to display different 
calculations (in addition to the actual value of a specific field): 
 

i. In the Field List, drag the value field that you want to add to the Values area that 
already contains that value field, and then place it below that field. (NOTE - The value 
field is added to the PivotTable and a version number is appended to its field name - you 
can edit the field name as needed.) 
 

j. Repeat step 1 until you have displayed all the value fields you want to calculate by using 
Show Values As. 

 
k. In the PivotTable, right click on the value field that you want to calculate by using Show 

Values As and select Value Field Settings, and on the Show Values As tab, select 
Percent of Column Total (or whichever option you want) from the Show Values As 
dropdown box. 

 

 
 

In this example, the PivotTable below displays two columns of the same data -  one 
numerically and the other as a percent to total. 

 

 
 

Note – This same option can also be accessed from the PivotTable Tools Ribbon by 
selecting the Options tab, Calculations, Show Value As, an example of which is pictured 
below. 

 

 
 

A summary of the available value field calculation options is presented below. 
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Calculation Option Result 

No Calculation Displays the value that is entered in the field. 

% of Grand Total Displays values as a percentage of the grand total of 
all the values or data points in the report. 

% of Column Total Displays all the values in each column or series as a 
percentage of the total for the column or series. 

% of Row Total Displays the value in each row or category as a 
percentage of the total for the row or category. 

% Of Displays values as a percentage of the value of the 
Base item in the Base field. 

% of Parent Row Total Calculates values as follows: 
(value for the item) / (value for the parent item on 
rows) 

% of Parent Column 
Total 

Calculates values as follows: 
(value for the item) / (value for the parent item on 
columns) 

% of Parent Total Calculates values as follows: 
(value for the item) / (value for the parent item of 
the selected Base field)  

Difference From Displays values as the difference from the value of 
the Base item in the Base field. 

% Difference From Displays values as the percentage difference from 
the value of the Base item in the Base field. 

Running Total in Displays the value for successive items in the Base 
field as a running total. 

% Running Total in Calculates the value as a percentage for successive 
items in the Base field that are displayed as a 
running total. 

Rank Smallest to 
Largest 

Displays the rank of selected values in a specific 
field, listing the smallest item in the field as 1, and 
each larger value with a higher rank value. 

Rank Largest to 
Smallest 

Displays the rank of selected values in a specific 
field, listing the largest item in the field as 1, and 
each smaller value with a higher rank value. 

Index Calculates values as follows:  
((value in cell) x (Grand Total of Grand Totals)) / 
((Grand Row Total) x (Grand Column Total)) 
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Field Settings 
 
A different set of options becomes available when you right-click on a PivotTable’s row or 
column descriptions and select Field Settings. These options are as follows: 
 

a. Subtotals(189) – You can control whether that particular Field name displays subtotals, no 
subtotals, or an alternative Custom calculation (such as Count, Average, Max, Min, 
Product, Count Numbers, StdDev, StdDevp, Var or Varp). 
 

i. Replicated Changes - When you apply any of these changes, the changes you make 
are automatically applied to all other cells with the same label. 
 

ii. Tabular Note - Repeated labels are shown in tabular form only. They are not shown 
when compact form or outline form are applied. 

 
b. Filters(190) – There is an option to include new items in a manual filter. 

 
c. Layout & Print Show Labels in Outline or Tabular Form –  

 
d. Layout & Print Show labels in Next Column in Compact Form –  

 
e. Layout & Print Display Subtotals at the Top or Bottom of a List –  

 
f. Layout & Print Repeat Column Labels –  

 
g. Layout & Print Insert Blank Line after each Label –  

 
h. Layout & Print Show Items with No Data –  

 
i. Layout & Print Insert Page Break After each Item -  
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PivotTables Slicers 
Chapter 7 
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Introduction to Slicers(191)  
 
In Microsoft Excel 2003, you can use three dimensional filters to filter data in a PivotTable, but 
you can only filter by one item per Field Name(192), which is a critical limitation.   
 
 

 
 
In Microsoft Excel 2007, you can also use three dimensional filters to filter data in a PivotTable, 
and this feature is improved because you can filter multiple items per Field Name. 
Unfortunately, the product’s design does not enable you to easily see(193) which items are being 
used as filters.  
 

                
 
 
In Microsoft Excel 2010, you still have the same filter capability as excel 2007, but you also have 
the new option to use slicers(194) to filter that same data. Slicers provide buttons that you can 
click to filter PivotTable data. In addition to quick filtering, slicers also display the selected 
filters(195) which make it easy to understand what exactly is shown in a filtered PivotTable. 
 
 

In 2003, you can select 
only one of these items, 

not multiple items. 

In 2007, you can select 
multiple items, but you can’t 

easily tell what’s selected. 
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In the example above, I first selected Audit from the Dept slicer which forced the PivotTable to 
display only the Audit related revenue. I then held down the Ctrl key and also selected 
Consulting from the Dept slicer, and by selecting both Audit and Consulting, the PivotTable 
displays both the Audit and Consulting related revenue.  
 
Presented below are points and tips related to using slicers. 
 

e. Easy - Slicers are easier to use than the previous Report Field Filter approach 
employed by Excel 2003 & 2007, because there is no need to open and scroll drop-
down lists. 
 

f. Visual(196) – Slicers are more visual than the previous Report Field Filter approach 
employed by Excel 2003 & 2007, making it easier to understand the specific data 
included in the corresponding PivotTable. This is because there is no need to open 
and scroll drop-down lists to see what’s been filtered. 

 
g. Creating A Slicer(197) - To create a slicer, click a PivotTable to select it, then on the 

Insert tab, select Slicer and in the Insert Slicers dialog box, check the checkboxes for 
each Field Name you want included in your slicer, click OK. 

 
h. Slicing Data(198) - In each slicer, click the items on which you want to filter. 

 
i. Slicing by Multiple Items(199) - To select more than one item, hold down CTRL, and 

then click the items on which you want to filter. 
 

j. Slicer Header - The slicer header indicates the Field Name of the items in the 
slicer, for example Dept indicates the Field Name being sliced.  

 
k. Filter Button Selected(200) – In a slicer, any filter button that is selected indicates that 

the item’s data is included in the PivotTable. 
 

l. Filter Button Not Selected(201) – Likewise, in a slicer, any filter button that is not 
selected indicates that the item’s data is not included in the PivotTable. 

In 2010, these slicer buttons 
make it easy to select filters 

and tell what’s selected. 
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m. Clear Filter – The Clear Filter button removes all filters and selects all items in the 

slicer. 
 

n. Slicer Scroll Bar – When the slicer is not large enough to display all of the Field Name 
items, a scroll bar pops up enabling you to scroll the Field name items 

 
o. Resizing the Slicer - To resize a slicer, then hover the mouse pointer over the corners 

or the middle of each edge until the pointer changes to a resizing arrwo, the click 
and drag to grow or shrink the size of the slicer.  

 
p. Moving the Slicer – To move the slicer to a new location, click and drag the slicer in 

the border areas.  
 

q. Copying A Slicer – To create a duplicate copy a slicer, click the slicer to select it, then 
press Ctrl+C to copy the existing slicer, and Ctrl+V to paste the new slicer. Your new 
slicer will also be associated with the same PivotTable. 

 
r. OLAP Slicer - You can create a stand-alone slicer that can be referenced by Online 

Analytical Processing (OLAP) Cube functions or that you can associate with any 
PivotTable at a later time. 

 
s. Multiple Slicers(202) - Because each slicer that you create is designed to filter on a 

specific PivotTable Field Name, it is likely that you will create more than one slicer to 
filter a PivotTable report. When you create multiple slicers, they appear on the 
worksheet alongside the PivotTable, in a layered display as pictured below.  

 

 
 

You can resize and move these slicers to make them easier to see and access, as 
shown below. 
 

http://office.microsoft.com/client/helppreview14.aspx?AssetId=HA010342384&lcid=1033&NS=EXCEL&Version=14&tl=2&CTT=5&origin=HA010359466
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t. Formatting Slicers(203) - To create professional looking reports or simply to match the 
format of a slicer to the format of the associated PivotTable, you can apply slicer 
styles for a consistent look. By applying one of the various predefined styles that are 
available for slicers, you can closely match the color theme that is applied to a 
PivotTable. For a custom look, you can create your own slicer styles, just as you 
create custom PivotTable styles. To apply a slicer style, click on a slicer to select it, 
then from the Slicer Tools menu select Quick Styles, and select a style.  
 

 
 

u. Sharing Slicers Between PivotTables(204) - When you have several different 
PivotTables, it is likely that you will want to apply the same filter to some or all of 
those PivotTables. In this case, there is no need to duplicate the filter for each 
PivotTable because you can share a slicer that you created in one PivotTable with 
other PivotTables, as follows. Click on a slicer to select it, then from the Slicer Tools 
tab, select PivotTable Connections and place a checkmark next to the PivotTables 
you want connected to the slicer, as shown below. 
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When you share a slicer, you create a connection to another PivotTable; thereafter, 
any changes that you make to a shared slicer are immediately reflected in all 
PivotTables that are connected to that slicer.  
 

v. Shared versus Local Slicers - Slicers that are connected to and used in more than 
one PivotTable are called shared slicers. Slicers that are used in one PivotTable only 
are called local slicers. A PivotTable can have both local and shared slicers at the 
same time. (256) 
 

w. Naming Your Slicer(206) – To name your slicer, right-click the slicer and select Slicer 
Settings, then enter a name in the Name box, then click OK. You might do this to 
apply a more descriptive name making it easier to create connections between your 
slicer and other PivotTables. 

 
x. Display a Slicer Caption(207) – To display a different slicer caption, right-click the 

slicer and select Slicer Settings, then enter a name in the Caption box, then click OK. 
 

y. Sorting the Slicer’s items(208) - To control the sort order of the items in a slicer, right-
click the slicer and select Slicer Settings, then check Ascending, Descending or Use 
Custom Lists when sorting. 

 
z. Control the Display of Slicer Items(209) - To way the slicer displays items that have 

been selected or de-selected, right-click the slicer and select Slicer Settings, then 
check the following boxes as desired: 

 

 
 

aa. Layering Order of Slicers(210) – Slicers are objects, and accordingly you can layer one 
slicer atop another. To control which Slicer is on top, click on a Slicer to select it, 
then from the Slicer Tools tab, click the Bring Forward or Send Backward buttons to 
achieve your desired layering. 
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bb. Slicer Alignment(211) – If you have multiple Slicers, and you want to arrange them 
neatly on your worksheet, first select them by going to the Home tab and in the 
Editing group click Find & Select, Select Objects. Next, use the mouse pointer to 
click and lasso the Slicers so they are all selected. Then, from the Slicer Tools tab, 
click the Alignment button (pictured below) and use the various Alignment tools 
control slicer arrangement. 
 

 
 

cc. Grouping Slicers(212) - If you have multiple Slicers arranged the way you want them, 
you might want to group them together so you don’t accidentally disturb the 
arrangement and so they are easier to move as a group. To do this, select your 
Slicers by going to the Home tab and in the Editing group click Find & Select, Select 
Objects. Next, use the mouse pointer to click and lasso the Slicers so they are all 
selected. Then, from the Slicer Tools tab, click the Group button (pictured below) 
and use the various Grouping tools control slicer arrangement. 
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dd. Selection and Visibility Pane(213) – To view a control panel that enables you to 
quickly turn your Slicers on and off, hide all Slicers, or re-order the Slicer 
arrangement, from the Slicer Tools tab, click the Selection Pane button.  
 

 
 

ee. Slicer Columns(214) – To control the number of columns visible in a Slicer, from the 
Slicer Tools tab, spin the Columns spinner to the desired number of columns. In the 
example shown below, I have set the number of Columns to 6.  
 

 
 

ff. Slicer Height and Width – As mentioned, you can resize the Slicer using the resizing 
arrows to stretch the Slicer by its borders, but a more exacting approach can be 
achieved from the Slicer Tools tab’s Size group, by spinning the Height and Weight 
spinners to the desired size. 
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gg. Slicer Height and Width – To resize a Slicer’s Buttons, from the Slicer Tools tab’s 
Button group, spin the Height and Weight spinners to the desired size. 

 

 
 

hh. Size and Properties Dialog Box(215) – To display the Slicer Size and Properties dialog 
box, from the Slicer Tools tab, click the Properties Box icon located in the bottom 
right corner of the Size group.  
 

 
 
This action will display the following dialog box.  
 

 
 

ii. Scale Your Slicer – On the Size and Properties dialog box’s Size tab you will find 
settings for scaling the size of your Slicer based on percentages instead of inches. 
You can also Lock the Aspect Ratio so that the Slicer retains its original shape when 
you increase or decrease the height or width. 
 

jj. Slicer Positioning – On the Size and Properties dialog box’s Position and Layout tab 
you will find settings for positioning your Slicer on the worksheet horizontally and 
vertically. On this tab you can also disable resizing and moving of the Slicer. 
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kk. Slicer Movement(217) - On the Size and Properties dialog box’s properties tab you 

will find settings that enable you to control how the Sliver behaves when you insert 
or delete rows or columns, or when you adjust the height or width of rows and 
columns, as follows: 

 

 
 

ll. Slicer Printing(218) – By default, Slicers will print whenever they are included in your 
Print Range Area. However, if you don’t want the Slicer’s to print, uncheck the 
checkbox labeled Print Object on the Size and Properties dialog box’s properties 
tab. 
 

mm. Slicer Locking(219) – By default, Slicers are locked whenever you protect the 
worksheet. However, if you want the user to be able to modify the Slicer even when 
the worksheet is protected, uncheck the checkbox labeled Locked on the Size and 
Properties dialog box’s properties tab.  
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Formatting PivotTables 
Chapter 8 
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cc. PivotTable Styles(220) – To apply formatting using the PivotTable styles gallery, 
from the PivotTable Tools’ Design tab, click the PivotTable Styles drop down 
arrow to display the gallery shown below, and then select a Style.   
 
 

 
 

dd. Banding Rows or Columns(221) – Banding can make a PivotTable easier to read, 
especially across wide rows. To control the banding behavior of a report, check 
or uncheck the checkboxes labeled Banded Rows or Banded Columns on the 
PivotTable Tools’ Design tab.  
 

 
 
 

ee. Custom Styles(222) - To create your own custom PivotTable style, click New 
PivotTable Style at the bottom of the gallery to display the New PivotTable Style 
dialog box. 

 

 
 

This action will launch the New PivotTable Quick Style dialog box pictured below. 
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i. Click the various Table Elements one at a time and click the Format 
button to apply the Font, Border and Fill formatting you want to 
apply to each Table Element.  
 

ii. When you select a table Element Stripe, a special control pops up 
enabling you to control the size of that particular stripe.  

 

 
 

iii. Default Style - To make your new PivotTable style the default style, 
check the checkbox labeled Set as default PivotTable quick style for 
this document.  
 

 
 

ff. Duplicating and Modifying a Style(223) – If you want to modify an existing 
PivotTable Style, you must first duplicate that style, saving it to a new name. To 
do this, right-click a style in the Gallery and select Duplicate, then enter a name 
and click OK. 
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Thereafter, you can right-click on the newly saved style under the Custom 
section of the Gallery, and select Modify.  
 

 
 

gg. Conditionally Format a PivotTable(224) - Conditional formatting can help you 
visually analyze data, detect critical issues, and identify patterns and trends. 
There are important differences to understand when you use conditional 
formatting on a PivotTable compared to Conditional formatting in a worksheet, 
as follows: 
 

i. Persistent Formatting - If you happen to hide conditionally formatted 
cells is a PivotTable by filtering, hiding levels, collapsing and expanding 
levels, or moving a field, the conditional formats will continue to display 
later, so long as the underlying data is not removed. 

 
ii. Hierarchical Formatting - The scope of the conditional format for fields in 

the Values area can be based on the data hierarchy (row descriptions) 
and is determined by all the visible children (the next lower level in a 
hierarchy) of a parent (the next higher level in a hierarchy) on rows for 
one or more columns, or columns for one or more rows.  

 
However, in the data hierarchy, children do not inherit conditional 
formatting from the parent, and the parent does not inherit conditional 
formatting from the children. 

 
iii. There are three methods for scoping the conditional format of fields in 

the Values area: by selection, by corresponding field, and by value 
field(225). 
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iv. Example of Conditional Formatting by Selection – I started by selecting 

the Department Labels (column B), then from the Home tab, I selected 
Styles, Conditional Formatting, New Rule, Format only cells that 
contain. In the Edit section, I selected Specific Text from the Format only 
cells with drop down box; then inserted the phrase Tax in the Cell 
Chooser box and applied a format of a green background, as shown. 
 

 
 

v. Example of Conditional Formatting by Corresponding Field – In this 
example, I started by highlighting the Percentage column (column D). 
Next, from the Home tab, I selected Styles, Conditional Formatting, New 
Rule, Use a formula to determine which cells to format. In the Edit 
section, I started to build a formula by clicking on cell $C$4, then I 
removed the second dollar sign so the formula would not absolutely refer 
to cell C4. Next I added the phrase >20000, set the fill format to red (as 
shown below), then I clicked OK. 
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Thereafter, all percentages in column D adjacent to values in column C 
greater than 20,000 display using red fill, as shown. 
 

 
 

hh. Controlling Number Formats(226) – To change the number format for a field, in 
the PivotTable, right-click the field of interest and select Values Field Settings, 
then click the Number Format button at the bottom of the dialog box. 
Thereafter, all of the cells that contain the word “Tax” are formatting with a 
green background fill, as shown.  
 

 
 

ii. Preserve (or Discard) Formatting on Refresh(227) - To save the PivotTable layout 
and format so that it is used each time that you perform an operation on the 
PivotTable, right-click any cell on the PivotTable and select PivotTable Options. 
Next, on the Layout and Format tab, check the checkbox labeled Preserve cell 
formatting on update. 
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PivotCharts 
Chapter 9 
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21. PivotCharts – When you create a PivotChart, the process actually creates a PivotTable 
and a PivotChart tied to that PivotTable(230). Like a PivotTable report, a PivotChart report 
is interactive. When you create a PivotChart report, PivotChart report filters are 
displayed in the chart area so that you can sort and filter the underlying data of the 
PivotChart report. Changes that you make to the field layout and data in the associated 
PivotTable report are immediately reflected in the PivotChart report. 
 
A PivotChart displays data series, categories, data markers, and axes just as standard 
charts do. You can also change the chart type and other options such as the titles, the 
legend placement, the data labels, and the chart location as follows: 

 

 
 

PivotChart Points: 
 

22. Two Ways to Create a PivotChart(231) - You can automatically create a PivotChart report 
when you first create a PivotTable report, or you can create a PivotChart report from an 
existing PivotTable report. 

 
23. Creating the PivotChart from Raw Data - When you create the PivotChart report first, 

you determine the chart layout by dragging fields from the PivotTable Field List to 
specific areas on the chart sheet. 

 
24. Creating the PivotChart from a PivotTable - When you create a PivotChart report from a 

PivotTable report, the layout of the PivotChart report, that is, the position of its fields is 
determined initially by the layout of the PivotTable report.  
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25. Subtotals are Ignored(232) - The Totals and Subtotals of an associated PivotTable report 
are ignored in a PivotChart report. 

 

  
26. Differences between a PivotChart and a Standard Chart - Most operations are the same 

in PivotChart reports. However, there are some differences(233), as follows: 
 

a. Row/Column Orientation - Unlike a standard chart, you cannot switch(234) the 
row/column orientation of a PivotChart report by using the Select Data Source 
dialog box. However, you can pivot the Row and Column labels of the associated 
PivotTable report to achieve the same effect. 

 
b. Chart types - You can change a PivotChart report to any chart type except an xy 

(scatter), stock, or bubble chart(235). 
 

c. Source Data - Standard charts are linked directly to worksheet cells. PivotChart 
reports are based on the data source of the associated PivotTable report(236). 
Unlike a standard chart, you cannot change the chart data range in the Select 
Data Source dialog box of a PivotChart report. 

 
d. Formatting - Most formatting, including chart elements that you add, layout, and 

style, is preserved when you refresh a PivotChart report. However, trendlines, 
data labels, error bars, and other changes to data sets are not preserved(237). 
Standard charts do not lose this formatting once it is applied. 

 
e. Font Size(238) - Although you cannot directly resize the data labels in a PivotChart 

report, you can increase the font size of the text to effectively resize the labels, 
which is effectively the same thing. 
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Printing PivotTables & 
PivotCharts 

Chapter 10 
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The process of printing a PivotTable or PivotChart is not much different than printing a standard 
Excel worksheet page, with the following exceptions. (239) 
 

i. Expand/Collapse Buttons(240) - The PivotTable Options dialog box’s Printing tab provides 
options for Printing the expand/collapse buttons when they are displayed on a 
PivotTable. 
 

 
 

ii. Repeating Row Labels(241) - The PivotTable Options dialog box’s Printing tab provides 
options for repeating row labels on each printed page, which is slightly different than 
the Print Manager’s tools for repeating row labels (although the both accomplish the 
same goal). 
 

 
 

iii. Setting Print Titles(242) - The PivotTable Options dialog box’s Printing tab provides 
options for setting Print Titles to appear on each page, which is slightly different than 
the Print Manager’s tools for setting Print Titles (although the both accomplish the same 
goal). 

 

 
 
A few important printing notes: 
 

a. Arranging each PivotTable on a separate worksheet will make them easier to print(243). 
That way you won’t have to take extra time to specify the print range area.  
 

b. Orienting the worksheet to landscape or portrait to match the shape of the PivotTable 
Report can be helpful. 
 

c. Setting margins to narrow could help you display PivotTables using a slightly larger font 
which may be more readable.  
 

d. You might try forcing page breaks in larger PivotTable Reports to make them more 
readable. 
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e. Preview before You Print - Some PivotTable designs may look good one screen, but may 
not print well on your printer(244), particularly on a black and white page. Be sure to use 
a design that works well before you print. 

 

 
 

f. Saving Ink - Some PivotTable designs use more ink than others, which could cost you 
more money in the long run. That said, choose your PivotTable designs wisely. 
 

g. Selecting Colors(245) - Some companies use certain printer colors more than others, 
often because of their company colors are used more often than other colors. Therefore 
if you find that you have a surplus of a certain toner cartridge (magenta for example), 
you might consider using that color more in your PivotTable design selection rather than 
those toner cartridge colors that are used more often.   
 

h. Background Images - You can’t add a background image to a PivotTable Report, but you 
can insert a background image in your worksheet and adjust row heights and font sizes 
to achieve a similar affect, if it is important to you. Sometimes I like to create a Chart of 
the data, then positioning it transparent style behind my PivotTable data. 
 

i. Organizing PivotTables on a Single Page(246) - To print PivotTable reports on a single 
page, you can use the PivotTable Tools Move command to move them to the same 
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worksheet. As an alternative, you could use the Excel Camera tool to take a snapshot of 
the various PivotTables and organize them on a single worksheet for printing. 
 

j. Banded Rows(247) - Banding rows may make it easier for readers to read the printed 
PivotTable, particularly if the PivotTable spans multiple printed pages. 
 

k. Compact Form(248) - Using the Compact format for printing will allow you to fit more 
data on the printed page and can make the data a little easier to read.  
 

l. Design Tip(249) - You can apply design styles to your slicers so they match your PivotTable 
Design Styles. 
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Reporting & Archiving 
PivotTables & PivotCharts 

Chapter 11 
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Archiving PivotTables Data  
 
Because raw data usually changes over time, many users who update their raw data regularly 
want to take snapshots of their existing PivotTable data at specified intervals. While there are 
no specific tools for achieving this goal, there many ways to achieve this same result as follows:  
 

i. Save Copies Of The File(250) - Save a copy of the file regularly using an identifying file 
name. For example, if you produce a weekly PivotTable named 2012 Sales and 
Commissions.xlsx, then each week before updating the file, you could save the file as: 
 

1. 2012 Sales and Commissions Week 1.xlsx 
2. 2012 Sales and Commissions Week 2.xlsx 
3. 2012 Sales and Commissions Week 3.xlsx 
4. 2012 Sales and Commissions Week 4.xlsx 
5. And so on… 

 
Benefit - The benefit to this approach is that you can go back and change the raw data, 
drill the data, perform what-if calculations, etc. 

 
ii. Duplicate The Worksheet(251) – Another approach might be to duplicate the 

worksheet containing the PivotTable, break the PivotTable’s links to the raw data (so 
the data is no longer updated), then rename the worksheet. This approach would 
result in a single workbook containing many worksheets, and might appear as follows.  
 

 
 

Here are steps to follow: 
 

 To create a duplicate worksheet, click and drag the PivotTable’s worksheet tab to 
the right while holding down the Ctrl key.  
 

 Double click the new worksheet tab and enter a new tab name.  
 

 PivotTables don’t have links to the raw data, they have a data source, and 
removing that data source destroys the PivotTable. Therefore to break the link 
you need to: 

 
o Copy and Paste the PivotTable Using Paste value (which loses the 

formatting)  
 

o Paste the PivotTable into Word, and then back to Excel. This action will 
produce a Paste value copy of the PivotTable and retain the formatting. 
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o Use Excel’s camera tool to Copy and Paste the PivotTable in Excel as a 

picture. (The camera tool is a hidden tool which must be added to the 
Quick Access Tool bar or Ribbon before it can be used.) 

 
Benefit - The benefit to this approach is that you will have all of the archived 
PivotTables in one workbook, not spread across multiple workbooks. 

 
iii. Create an Archive Worksheet(252) - Copy and paste the PivotTable data to a single 

worksheet, breaking the link as you paste as follows: 
 

 Copy and Paste the PivotTable Using Paste value (which loses the formatting)  
 

 Paste the PivotTable into Word, and then back to Excel. This action will produce a 
Paste value copy of the PivotTable and retain the formatting. 

 

 Use Excel’s camera tool to Copy and Paste the PivotTable in Excel as a picture. (The 
camera tool is a hidden tool which must be added to the Quick Access Tool bar or 
Ribbon before it can be used.) 
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Benefit - The benefit to this approach is that you will have all PivotTable archives on a 
single worksheet, for easier reference. 
 

iv. Create an Archive Word Document(253) - Copy and paste each PivotTable data to a 
single word document, breaking the link as you paste as follows: 
 

 Copy and Paste the PivotTable to Word. 
 

 Copy and Paste the PivotTable to Word as a picture. You can use the camera 
tool or simply copy the PivotTable and Paste as Picture.   

 
Benefit - The benefit to this approach is that you can organize comments and notes 
along with each PivotTable to produce a chronological archive of all data and executive 
comments regarding that data.   

 
 

Sharing PivotTables with Others 
 
Of course, often the whole point of preparing PivotTable reports is in order to share the 
information with others. That said, what is the best way to present PivotTables or PivotTable 
information to others? Listed below are a variety of approaches, including a summary of the 
benefits each offers. 
 

1. E-Mail the Entire PivotTable Workbook(254) – In my opinion, perhaps the best way to 
share a PivotTable is to email the entire workbook to your recipients. If you are 
concerned that recipients may unintentionally (or intentionally) alter the raw data 
sources, then apply worksheet protection passwords before sending. This approach has 
several benefits as follows: 
 

m. It serves notice to the recipient that the new PivotTable report is available. 
 

n. It enables the recipients to save the workbook to a location and file name of 
their choosing. (If you simply save your workbook to a shared file server, the 
recipient may accidentally and unknowingly open the wrong file). 

 
o. Providing the full workbook enables the recipients to drill the data, manipulate 

the data, slice the data, format the data, and so on to their particular preference. 
 
A drawback to this approach is that emails are naked and vulnerable to hackers, unless 
you have encrypt your email or workbook. 
 

2. E-Mail a Link to The PivotTable Workbook on your File Server(255) – Because your 
workbook might be too big (over 10 MBs) it may not be deliverable via email. In this 
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case, emailing a link to the file may be a good alternative. This approach provides all the 
benefits as described in approach 1 above, but has the disadvantage in that your 
recipient may not be sitting at their desk, they may be traveling without easy access to 
the file server. This approach is more secure than using unprotected email to send your 
PivotTable Workbook. 

 
3. Share the PivotTable Workbook via the Cloud(256) – By uploading your PivotTable 

Workbook to the cloud (using DropBox, Microsoft Sky Drive, Google Docs, etc.), your 
recipient can access the file from that cloud based location. Thereafter, you can send 
the recipients a link via email, or using the cloud’s share tools which essentially provides 
the recipients with a link so they can securely access the PivotTable Workbook. While 
this approach takes two steps (instead of one step as described in approach one above), 
it may actually be the best solution for many. 
 

4. Email the PivotTable Worksheet Only(257) – Excel provides a tool which enables you to 
email only the worksheet containing the PivotTable to your recipients. This tool 
integrates with outlook so you can select recipients from your contacts or contact 
groups. To use this tool, you must first add it to your Ribbon or Quick Access Toolbar for 
Excel’s Commands Not in the Ribbon.   
 

 
 

This approach will convert the PivotTable into Values, so the recipient will not be able to 
drill, slice, manipulate or format the data using the Excel PivotTable tools, but in many 
cases, you only intend to share the results of your PivotTable without the underlying 
Excel PivotTable functionality.  
 

5. Email Snapshots(258) – Another approach is to email snapshot images of your 
PivotTables. The primary reason for using this approach is that the resulting images 
behave – there is no risk that formatting problems will occur, which can be the case 
when you send a table of data.  
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6. Publish PivotTable Reports to the Internet (or an Intranet) (259) – I like Excel’s ability to 
publish a workbook, worksheet or range selection to the Internet as a web page; 
especially using the tool’s built-in auto-republishing feature which updates the internet 
web page each time you save your workbook.  
 
The drawbacks to using this approach are that the tool is sometimes a little buggy, and 
you probably don’t mean to share your data with the world. 
 
To publish a PivotTable to the Internet: 
 

1. Highlight the PivotTable. 
2. Select File, Saves As, and select Web Page. 
3. Check the checkbox labeled Selection. 

 

 
 

4. Next click the Publish button. 
 

5. In the File name box, enter the full web address to your web site and include an 
appropriate file name. For example, below I have entered: 
http://www.carltoncollins.com/xyz_sales_pivottable1.mht.htm.  Place a check in 
the checkbox labeled AutoRepublish every time this workbook is saved.  
  

http://www.carltoncollins.com/xyz_sales_pivottable1.mht.htm
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This action will not only publish your PivotTable to the Internet, it will update it 
automatically each time you save your Excel workbook to your hard drive.  
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Linking PivotTables to 
Accounting Systems 

Chapter 12 
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Database Queries  
 
Microsoft Excel can query data from an external data source (such as your accounting system) 
and return that data in the form of a PivotTable(260). Using Microsoft Query, you can connect to 
external data sources, select data from those external sources, import that data into your 
worksheet, and refresh the data as needed to keep your worksheet data synchronized with the 
data in the external sources. To create a simple query, use the Query Wizard, or to create a 
more complex query use the advanced features of Microsoft Query.  
 
Preparing to use Microsoft Query: 
 

1. Install Microsoft Query - If Microsoft Query is not installed on your computer, you will 
need to install it. This Microsoft web page contains links to numerous articles for setting 
up Microsoft Query under a variety of conditions and circumstances. 
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/excel-help/CH001003685.aspx.  
 

2. Have access to an external data source - If the data is not on your local computer, you 
may need to see the administrator of the external database for a password, user 
permission, or other information about how to connect to the database. 
 

3. Install the Drivers that match your data - Microsoft Office provides drivers that you can 
use to retrieve data from the following data sources: 

 

 Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services (OLAP provider) 

 Microsoft Office Access 

 dBASE 

 Microsoft FoxPro 

 Microsoft Office Excel 

 Oracle 

 Paradox 

 Text file databases 
 

4. ODBC Drivers - You can use also ODBC drivers (or data source drivers) from other 
manufacturers to retrieve information from data sources that are not listed above, 
including other types of OLAP databases. For information about installing an ODBC 
driver or data source driver, contact your database vendor or better yet, search the web 
for the term ODBC driver and the name of your database (or accounting system). For 
example, searching for “QuickBooks ODBC driver” returns the web site 
www.QODBC.com, where you can download and install a QuickBooks ODBC driver. 
 

Detailed instructions for connecting to a wide variety of data sources is available on this 
Microsoft web article - http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/excel-help/use-microsoft-query-to-
retrieve-external-data-HA010099664.aspx.  

http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/excel-help/CH001003685.aspx
http://www.qodbc.com/
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/excel-help/use-microsoft-query-to-retrieve-external-data-HA010099664.aspx
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/excel-help/use-microsoft-query-to-retrieve-external-data-HA010099664.aspx
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Example Case Study 
 
As an example, let us assume that our accounting system is Sage MAS 200 ERP, and that we 
would like to analyze our Customer data in Excel.  To use the Database Query Wizard to build a 
query that will extract the data we need and place it in an Excel spreadsheet, from the Data 
tab, select Get External Data, From Other Sources, From Microsoft Query. 

 

 
 
This action will launch the Choose Data Source dialog box pictured below. If Microsoft query is 
installed and your system has the right database query and ODBC drivers installed, your data 
source will be displayed in the query list.  
 

 
 

Accordingly, in our example we select MAS 90 and click OK. In the next dialog box that appears, 
we will have the option to select a company to query, and provide our user name and password 
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to access that company’s data. (Remember, a company may be keeping the books for more 
than one entity on the same accounting system). In this example, I have selected the company 
called ABD Distribution. Notice also that Excel queries obey the security settings for each 
database, therefore if the database is password protected, you will need the appropriate logon 
name and password to continue. 
 

 
 
The next dialog box displays the table names for the accounting system. It is normal for an 
accounting system to have several hundred, if not more than one thousand tables. Further, by 
rule these table names will not contain spaces and they frequently contain abbreviations. This 
results in a series of cryptic table names that some CPAs find intimidating. Don’t be intimidated, 
this is normal for a query. 
 
At this juncture, the trick is to figure out which table(s) have the information you are seek. 
While this is typically the most difficult part of the query process, it doesn’t hurt to look in each 
table. Clicking the Plus sign (+) located in front of each table name will expand the table to 
display the various field names.  
 

 
 

MAS 200 has 57 tables associated with accounts payable, and even more tables associated with 
accounts receivable, inventory, etc. You can tell that the tables listed in the picture above are 
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related to accounts payable because they all begin with the phrase “AP”. This is typical, and 
once you’ve learned how the programmers designed the table names, you can usually navigate 
them much easier. Below we see that I have scrolled down to the table named AR_Customer, 
and I have clicked the plus sign to expand the table. This particular table contains approximately 
72 fields of data, and as examples, we can see that it contains customer number (CustomerNo) 
and customer name (CustomerName) data.  
   

 
 

To select data to appear in the resulting PivotTable, select the field name and click the Greater 
Than (>) button to move the field to the Query Column. Or, as an alternative, you can select the 
table name (AR_Customer in this example) and click the Greater Than (>) button to move all of 
the field names in the table to the Query Column, as is pictured below. 
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You may or may not be able to select field names from separate tables, depending upon the 
particular database driver that is installed on your computer system. If this is problematic, an 
error message will be displayed similar to the one shown below. 
 

 
 
In many cases, you will be able to select field names from different tables, however you will 
need to join them together manually using the advanced Microsoft Query tools pictured below. 
In this example I dragged the field names VendorNo in the second box to the field name 
VendorNo in the third box. You can see a squiggly little line which documents the join. 
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Once you have selected all of the necessary fields you would like to query, click Next>. The 
following dialog box will enable you to filter the data. For example, if I wanted to only query 
those customers in the state of Michigan, I could select the field name State in the left most 
column and use operators and criteria in the center and right columns (such as Equals (=) and 
Michigan) to limit my query.  
 

 
 

In the next dial dialog box, we have the option to sort the data. For example, I could select a 
field name in the left most column and indicate to sort the queried data according to that field 
name’s contents in ascending or descending order.  
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The Finish portion of the Query Wizard (pictured below) enables us to save our query so we 
can re-run it quicker in the future.  
 

 
 
Another option in this dialog box enables us to send our simple query to Microsoft Query where 
we can add more tables, more fields or apply more advanced query options, as pictured in the 
screen shot below. 
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However, in most cases selecting the option to return data to Excel is the primary goal of the 
query. Therefore selecting this option yields to following final dialog box. In this dialog box, you 
can choose to return the data to excel as a table of information that is ready for pivoting, or as 
a PivotTable connected directly to the source data. I would typically recommend that you use 
the PivotTable Report option, then click OK.  

 

 
 

The resulting PivotTable is picture below. 
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As you can see, the PivotTable pictured above is ready for pivoting. Clicking only a few Field 
Names and apply a PivotTable Design quickly yields the desired PivotTable Report, ready for 
further data analysis, manipulation, formatting, and sharing. The resulting report is ready for 
slicing and dicing, filtering, drilling, sorting, charting, refreshing, duplicating and sharing.  
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Right clicking on the PivotTable and selecting Data Sources reveals that this PivotTable is 
connected directly to your accounting system, not another table in Excel.  
 

 
 

Adding a few Slicers to the PivotTable Report and some extra calculated columns, as shown 
below, completes the basic creation process for linking an Excel based PivotTable directly to 
your accounting system.  
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PivotTables   
Miscellaneous Topics 

Chapter 13 
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Adding Calculated Columns to PivotTables(261) 
 
Many CPAs struggle with the need to add calculations to their Pivot Table reports. The problem 
arises when you use your mouse to write a formula that references a cell in a PivotTable. In this 
case, Excel automatically inserts the GETPIVOTDATA function into your formula along with the 
PivotTable criteria used to produce that referenced cell shown in the lengthy formula below in 
cell D2. 
 

 
 
As a result, copying that formula to other cells does not result in the desired relative references 
to adjacent cells.  
 
Presented below are two possible solutions to this situation.  
 

1. If you write your formulas by typing cell references into the formula using your 
keyboard instead of your mouse, Excel does not insert the GETPIVOTDATA function. The 
screen shot below shows the same formula as pictured above, as created using the 
keyboard instead of the mouse pointer. 
 

 
 
This simply formula can then be copied down to the cells below to produce the desired 
column differences. (Note: The key problem with this method is that if you refresh your 
PivotTable and the data repositions to different cells, your formulas will no longer 
produce the desired results.) 
 

2. A better method is to insert a new calculation column into your PivotTables using the 
PivotTable using Excel’s Fields, Item’s and Sets tool. To use this tool in Excel 2010 and 
2007, first select a cell within the PivotTable you want to modify. Next, from the 
PivotTable Tools menu, select Options, Calculations, Fields, items & Sets as shown. 
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In the resulting Insert Calculated Field dialog box, type a name that will appear as the column 
label in the Name box, then create the desired formula you want in the Formula box. To create 
the formula, start by inserting an equals sign, then select the columns you want to appear in 
your formula from the Fields box and click the Insert Field button to add them to your formula. 
(Note: the Formula box displays only one line of your formula at a time; use the left and right 
arrow keys to view or edit your formula.)   
 

 
 
When you have completed your formula click OK, and the results will appear as follows: 
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If desired, you could repeat this process to insert another column to calculate the percentage 
difference.  
 
Data Consolidate using PivotTables(262) 
 
Consolidating Budgets – CPAs often have a need to consolidate data such as: 
 

 Months 

 Departments 

 Locations 

 Warehouses 

 Sale Representatives 
 
In this section we will explore four consolidation methods - two methods for consolidating data 
that is similar, and two more methods for consolidating data that is dissimilar. These four 
methods are as follows: 
 

1. Using simple formulas to consolidate similar data. 
2. Using spearing formulas to consolidate similar data. 
3. Using the “Data Consolidate Command” to consolidate dissimilar similar data. 
4. Using the “PivotTable Wizard” to consolidate dissimilar similar data. 

 
1. Using Simple Formulas To Consolidate Similar Data - The workbook below contains 
identical budgets for Departments A, B, C and D. The goal is to consolidate these four budgets 
into one consolidated budget. 
  

 
 

 CTRL + Drag Tab – Select worksheet labeled “Dept D”. Use the CTRL + Drag Tab 
keystroke combination to create a duplicate worksheet of Dept D. 
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 Clean – Clean the new worksheet by deleting the data in the grid area. 

 Relabel – Change the worksheet labels in Cells A1 and on the worksheet tab to read 
“consolidated”. 

 Formula – In cell C5, enter a formula adding the C5 cells in the four budget sheets. The 
formula should look like this: 
 

='Dept A'!C5+'Dept B'!C5+'Dept C'!C5+'Dept D'!C5 
 

 Copy – Copy the formula down and across the grid area, and you are done. 
 
2. Using Spearing Formulas To Consolidate Similar Data - The workbook below contains 
identical budgets for Departments A, B, C and D. The goal is to consolidate these four budgets 
into one consolidated budget. 
  

 
 

 CTRL + Drag Tab – Select worksheet labeled “Dept D”. Use the CTRL + Drag Tab 
keystroke combination to create a duplicate worksheet of Dept D. 
 

 Clean – Clean the new worksheet by deleting the data in the grid area. 
 

 Relabel – Change the worksheet labels in Cells A1 and on the worksheet tab to read 
“consolidated”. 
 

 Formula – In cell C5, enter a spearing formula that adds cell C5 cells in the four budget 
sheets. The formula should look like this: 

 
=SUM('Dept A:Dept D'!C5) 
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I use the mouse to accomplish this step. Start by typing “=SUM(“, then click on cell C5 in Dept A, 
hold the shift key down, and click cell C5 in Dept D.  

 

 Copy – Copy the formula down and across the grid area, and you are done. 
 
3. Using the “Data Consolidate Command” To Consolidate Dissimilar Similar Data - The 
workbook below contains dis-similar budgets for Departments A, B, C and D. In other words, 
each worksheet contains some different row descriptions and more or less rows than the other 
worksheets. The goal is to consolidate these four budgets. 
  

 
 

 New Worksheet – Insert a new worksheet. 
 

 Label – Label the new worksheet in Cells A1 and on the worksheet tab to read 
“Consolidated”. 
 

 Select Cell – Select a blank cell such as B5.  
 

 Data, Consolidate – Select Data, Consolidate to display the Consolidate dialog box as 
shown below. Make sure to click the Cell Choose button, then highlight the data only on 
Dept A, click “Enter”, and then click “Add”. Repeat this process for Dept B, C and D. 
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Click the check boxes to use Labels in the “Top Row” and “Left Column”.   
 

 Finish – Click OK to produce the results 
 

 Add Totals - Highlight your data and expand the selection to include a blank bottom row 
and blank right column. Click the AutoSum tool, add formatting and you are done. 

 

 
 
Comments: 
 

 Row Descriptions - Note that the consolidation works only to the extent that the 
different worksheets contain the same row descriptions. Had you department heads used 
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the descriptions Rent, Rent EXP, and Rent Expense, then those rows would not actually 
consolidate but would be shown as three separate rows on the resulting consolidation 
report. 
 

 Account Numbers – As an option, you might insert account numbers to the left of the 
row descriptions to consolidate dissimilar information which contains dis-similar row 
descriptions.  
 

 To Update – To Update the results, place your cursor in the upper left hand corner of 
the Consolidation range, and rerun the Consolidate command. If the resulting report is a 
different size, you will need to add totals or clean up left behind data.  

 

 Consolidate Different Workbooks – Excel can also consolidate data from different 
workbooks. The procedure is exactly the same except that you use the Browse button 
instead of the Cell Chooser button to point to your data ranges.  

 
 
4. Using The “PivotTable Wizard” To Consolidate Dissimilar Similar Data - The workbook 
below contains dis-similar budgets for Departments A, B, C and D. In other words, each 
worksheet contains some different row descriptions and more or less rows than the other 
worksheets. The goal is to consolidate these four budgets. 
  

 
 

 New Worksheet – Insert a new worksheet. 
 

 Label – Label the new worksheet in Cells A1 and on the worksheet tab to read 
“Consolidated”. 
 

 Select Cell – Select a blank cell such as B5.  
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 PivotTable Wizard – In Excel 2007 and excel 2010, you must first customize your Quick 
Access Toolbar and insert the icon titled PivotTable and PivotChart Wizard as shown 
below. This is a hidden tool in Excel 2007 and cannot be used unless you first add it to 
your Quick Access Tool bar. (The Insert PivotTable command in Excel 2007 does not allow 
you to select multiple consolidation ranges).  

 

 
 

 PivotTable – Click the PivotTable and PivotChart Wizard icon to display the PivotTable 
and PivotChart Wizard dialog box as shown below. Choose multiple Consolidation ranges 
and click Next, and Next again. The dialog box on the right should now be displayed. 

 

 
 
Click the Cell Chooser button, then highlight the data only on Dept A, click “Enter”, and then 
click “Add”. Repeat this process for Dept B, C and D. 
 

 Finish – Click “FINISH” to produce the results. 
 

 Add Formatting - Highlight your data and add formatting, then you are done. 
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Comments: 
 
The PivotTable approach is superior to the Data Consolidate approach for many reasons as 
follows: 
 

i. Totals are automatic inserted. 
ii. AutoFilter buttons are automatic inserted. 

iii. If the source data changes, simply click refresh to update. 
iv. The resulting PivotTable is drillable. 
v. The resulting PivotTable can be pivoted. 

vi. The PivotTable report offers many PivotTable tools such as PivotTable formatting which 
Data Consolidate does not offer. 

 
The Accounting Format(263) 
 
In Excel, use the “Accounting Format” with the “Single” and “Double” Accounting underlines to 
achieve the look and feel that CPAs prefer. The accounting format underlines are located in the 
Font dialog box. 
 
The GETPIVOTTABLE Function(264) 
 
Excel, by default, inserts the GETPIVOTTABLE function when you point to PivotTable cells while 
writing a formula. but you can disable the GETPIVOTTABLE functionality in Excel 2010 and 2007 
as follows: 
 

a. Click a PivotTable to display the PivotTable Tools tab. 
b. From the PivotTable Tools tab, select Options, PivotTable 
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c. Click the Options dropdown arrow and uncheck the Generate GetPivotData 
item, as pictured below.  
 

 
 
PivotTable Formatting(265) 
 
Why do my Excel PivotTables sometimes lose their formatting upon refresh, even after I check 
the PivotTable Options checkbox labeled Preserve cell formatting on update? 
 
Often, when CPAs think their PivotTable is reformatting upon refresh, what actually happens is 
the column widths are adjusting on each refresh. To prevent this from happening in Excel 2010 
and 2007, disable Excel’s Autofit functionality as follows. Right click on your PivotTable, then 
select PivotTable Options from the popup menu.  From the Layout & Format tab, uncheck the 
checkbox labeled Autofit column widths on update, then click OK. In addition, make sure the 
checkbox labeled  Preserve cell formatting on update is checked. Thereafter, your PivotTable’s 
number formats, color formats and column widths will remain the same whenever you change 
the PivotTable settings or refresh the PivotTable’s data.  
 

 
 
Sorting PivotTables(266) 
 
One CPA wrote to me complaining that “I can sort my PivotTable in ascending or descending 
order using the numeric data columns just fine; however, my PivotTables do not sort 
alphabetically. Why is this and how do I fix this problem?” 
 
By default, Excel 2010 and 2007 PivotTables sort row label data according to the order of the 
source data, and you have two options for solving this issue. First, you can sort your source data 
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in the order you would like it to appear on the PivotTable. Secondly, you can set your 
PivotTable to ignore the source data order by right clicking on your PivotTable, select 
PivotTable Options from the popup menu, then from the Display tab, under the Field List 
section, select Sort A to Z.   

 

 
 
Also, be aware that Excel’s sort functionality is somewhat different for PivotTables than for 
regular worksheets. When you click on text-based column in a PivotTable and select Sort from 
the Data tab, the resulting dialog box (pictured below) provides additional sort options for 
sorting data manually (by dragging and rearranging data), or for sorting the data in ascending or 
descending order according to a PivotTable’s specific field names. Consequently, you should 
also check these settings to ensure the desired results are achieved.  

 

 
 

Further, be aware that as a default, Excel’s PivotTable sort function sorts by custom lists, which 
explains why a PivotTable will sort months (January, February, March, etc.) in month order 
instead of alphabetical order. To disable custom list sorting in a PivotTable, right click your 
PivotTable, select PivotTable Options from the popup menu, then from the Totals and Filters 
tab, under the Sorting section, uncheck the checkbox labeled Use Custom Lists when sorting.   
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Updating PivotTable Source Data(267) 
 
What’s the best way to update a PivotTable’s source data range when the data source grows 
larger? Before creating a PivotTable in Excel 2010 or 2007, first convert the source data to a 
Table by selecting the source data (or by selecting a single cell in your source data assuming 
your source data contains no blank rows or columns and has a blank row above the column 
headings). Then from the Insert tab, select Table, OK. Thereafter, refreshing PivotTables 
created from this source data will automatically include any new column or row data you add 
to your source data table. (The Table feature is not available in Excel 2003.) 
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PivotTables Compatibility 
Issues between Excel 2010, 

2007 & 2003 
Chapter 14 
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My general recommendation is that there are enough significant issues between excel 2010 
and 2007 compared to Excel 2003, that you really should no longer use Excel 2003 for any kind 
of heavy PivotTable analysis – which makes this chapter completely irrelevant. Nonetheless, for 
those that live in a world where others around them embrace old technology like grandpa 
complaining about the price of movie tickets, following is a list of the reported warning issues 
that cause a significant loss of functionality which you will see when you save an Excel 2010 or 
2007 PivotTable to an Excel 2003 format.  
 

Reported Warning/Issue Solution 

A PivotTable in this workbook exceeds 
former limits and will be lost if it is saved 
to earlier file formats. Only PivotTables 
that are created in Compatibility Mode 
will work in earlier versions of Excel. 

What This Means - In Excel 2010, a PivotTable 
report supports 1,048,576 unique items per 
field, but in Excel 97-2003, only 32,500 items per 
field are supported.  
What to do In the Compatibility Checker, click 
Find to locate the PivotTable report that exceeds 
the former limits. Save the workbook to Excel 
97-2003 format, and then re-create this 
PivotTable report in Compatibility Mode. 

A PivotTable in this workbook contains 
conditional formatting rules that are 
applied to cells in collapsed rows or 
columns. To avoid losing these rules in 
earlier versions of Excel, expand those 
rows or columns. 

What This Means - Conditional formatting rules 
that are applied to cells in collapsed rows or 
columns will be lost in Excel 97-2003.  
What to do In the Compatibility Checker, click 
Find to locate the collapsed rows or columns 
that contain conditional formatting rules, and 
then expand those rows or columns before you 
save the workbook in an earlier Excel file format. 

This workbook contains named sets 
which are not associated with a 
PivotTable. These named sets will not be 
saved. 

What This Means - Named sets that are not 
associated with a PivotTable will be removed in 
Excel 2007 and Excel 97-2003.  
What to do To avoid this issue, make sure that 
you create a PivotTable by using a connection. 

A PivotTable in this workbook has what-if 
analysis turned on. Any unpublished 
what-if changes will be lost in earlier 
versions of Excel.  

What This Means - What-if analysis changes that 
are not published to the server are not displayed 
in the earlier version of Excel.  
What to do Make sure that you publish the 
what-if analysis changes before you open the 
workbook in an earlier version of Excel 
(PivotTable Tools, Options tab, Tools group, 
What-If Analysis button). 

A PivotTable in this workbook contains a What This Means - In Excel 2010, you can 
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data axis upon which the same measure 
appears more than once. This PivotTable 
will not be saved.  

duplicate a measure in a PivotTable that is 
connected to an Online Analytical Processing 
(OLAP) data source. The PivotTable cannot be 
displayed in Excel 2007 and Excel 97-2003.  
What to do In the Compatibility Checker, click 
Find to locate the PivotTable report that 
contains a data axis upon which more than one 
of the same measure appears, and then remove 
any duplicate measures so that only one 
measure remains. 

A PivotTable or data connection in this 
workbook contains server settings which 
do not exist in earlier versions of Excel. 
Some PivotTable or data connection 
server settings will not be saved. 

What This Means - Some PivotTable or data 
connection server settings that are not available 
in Excel 2007 and Excel 97-2003 will be lost.  
What to do Verify that the server settings you 
use are compatible with earlier versions of Excel 
and then make the necessary changes 
(PivotTable Tools, Options tab, Data group, 
Change Data Source button, Connection 
Properties command). 

A PivotTable in this workbook contains 
data represented using the 'Show Values 
As' feature. These custom outputs will 
not be saved, and will be replaced by the 
original values from the data source. 

What This Means - The Show Values As feature 
is not supported in Excel 2007 and Excel 97-2003 
and custom value data you entered (such as % of 
Grand Total, % of Column Total, or Running 
Total In) cannot be displayed.  
What to do In the Compatibility Checker, click 
Find to locate the PivotTables that contain 
custom value outputs, and then remove those 
outputs (PivotTable Tools, Options tab, 
Calculations group, Show Values As button).  

Alternative text is applied to a PivotTable 
in this workbook. Alternative text on 
PivotTables will be removed in versions 
prior to Excel 2007. 

What This Means - Alternative text is not 
available in Excel 2007 and Excel 97-2003, and 
cannot be displayed in these earlier versions of 
Excel.  
What to do In the Compatibility Checker, click 
Find to locate the PivotTable that contains 
alternative text. To display the alternative text in 
the earlier version of Excel, you can copy it into a 
blank cell on the worksheet, or you could insert 
a comment that contains the text. 
Right-click anywhere in the PivotTable, click 
PivotTable Options. On the Alt Text tab, in the 
Description box, select the alternative text, and 
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then press CTRL+C to copy it. 

Alternative text is applied to a PivotTable 
in this workbook. Alternative text cannot 
be displayed in Excel 2007.  

What This Means - Alternative text is not 
available in Excel 2007, and cannot be displayed.  
What to do In the Compatibility Checker, click 
Find to locate the PivotTable that contains 
alternative text. To display the alternative text in 
the earlier version of Excel, you can copy it into a 
blank cell on the worksheet, or you could insert 
a comment that contains the text. 
Right-click anywhere in the PivotTable, click 
PivotTable Options. On the Alt Text tab, in the 
Description box, select the alternative text, and 
then press CTRL+C to copy it. 

This workbook contains custom 
embedded data. This data will not be 
saved. 

What This Means - Embedded custom data such 
as PowerPivot data is not supported in Excel 
2007 and Excel 97-2003. The data will be lost.  
What to do Remove the PowerPivot data from a 
workbook that you plan to work on in an earlier 
version of Excel. 

 
The Compatibility checker which analyzes 2010 and 2007 workbooks that you save to 2003 
formats segregates its warnings between critical and minor. Continuing is a list of the minor 
reporting warnings and Issues you may see when you save an Excel 2010 or 2007 workbook to 
an Excel 2003 format.  

Reported Warning/Issue Solution 

A PivotTable style is applied to a 
PivotTable in this workbook. 
PivotTable style formatting cannot be 
displayed in earlier versions of Excel. 

What This Means - Theme-based PivotTable styles 
are not available in Excel 97-2003 and cannot be 
displayed.  
What to do In the Compatibility Checker, click Find 
to locate the PivotTable report that has a PivotTable 
style applied, remove that PivotTable style, and then 
manually apply PivotTable formatting that is 
supported in the earlier versions of Excel. 

A PivotTable in this workbook will not 
work in versions prior to Excel 2007. 
Only PivotTables that are created in 
Compatibility Mode will work in 
earlier versions of Excel. 

What This Means - A PivotTable report you create in 
the Excel 2010 cannot be refreshed in Excel 97-2003.  
What to do In the Compatibility Checker, click Find 
to locate the PivotTable report that is created in the 
current file format. Save the workbook to Excel 97-
2003 format, and then re-create this PivotTable 
report in Compatibility Mode so that you can open it 
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in Excel 97-2003 without loss of functionality. 

A PivotTable in this workbook has 
fields in compact form. In earlier 
versions of Excel, this layout will be 
changed to tabular form. 

What This Means - Compact form (alone or in 
combination with tabular and outline form) to keep 
related data from spreading horizontally off of the 
screen and to help minimize scrolling is not available 
in Excel 97-2003, and fields will be displayed in 
tabular form.  
What to do In the Compatibility Checker, click Find 
to locate the PivotTable report that has fields in a 
compact form, and then change that format to 
outline form or tabular form as needed by clearing 
the Merge and center cells with labels check box 
(PivotTable Tools, Options tab, PivotTable group, 
Options command, Layout & Format tab). 

A PivotTable in this workbook 
contains settings which do not exist 
in earlier versions of Excel. Some 
PivotTable settings will not be saved. 

What This Means - Some PivotTable settings are not 
supported in Excel 2010 and Excel 97-2003. These 
settings will be lost.  
What to do In the Compatibility Checker, click Find 
to locate the PivotTable that contains the settings 
that are not supported, and then make the 
necessary changes. 

A PivotChart in this workbook has 
specific field buttons enabled or 
disabled. All field buttons will be 
saved as enabled.  

What This Means - Field buttons that are not shown 
on a PivotChart will be saved as enabled when open 
and save the workbook in an earlier version of Excel.  
What to do When you reopen a workbook after you 
save it to a file format of an earlier version of Excel, 
you may have to enable and disable field buttons to 
display the ones that you want (PivotChart Tools, 
Analyze tab, Show/Hide group, Field Buttons 
button). 

A PivotTable in this workbook 
contains one or more named sets. 
Some properties of the named sets 
may not be saved. 

What This Means - One or more named sets have 
non-default property settings that may not be saved 
when you save the workbook to the Excel 97-2003 
file format.  
What to do In the Compatibility Checker, click Find 
to locate the PivotTable report that contains the 
named set properties that have been changed, and 
then make the necessary adjustments in the Field 
Settings dialog box. Right-click any member of the 
named set, and then click Field Settings. On the 
Layout & Print tab, make sure that the Display items 
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from different levels in separate fields check box is 
not selected (the default setting), and that the 
Automatically order and remove duplicates from 
the set check box is selected (the default setting). 

This workbook contains Slicers that 
can be used to filter PivotTables and 
CUBE functions within the workbook. 
Slicers will not work in earlier 
versions of Excel. 

What This Means - Slicers will not available in Excel 
2007 but will remain available for use in Excel 2010.  
What to do In the earlier version of Excel, you can 
use PivotTable filters to filter data. 

This workbook contains Slicers that 
can be used to filter PivotTables and 
CUBE functions within the workbook. 
Slicers will not be saved. Formulas 
that reference Slicers will return a 
#NAME? error.  

What This Means - Slicers are not supported in in 
Excel 97-2003 and cannot be shown.  
When you refresh the connection or update a 
PivotTable, the filters that were applied by the 
slicers are no longer displayed, and the slicers will be 
lost. 
Refreshing connections that have OLAP Functions 
which reference slicers will return #NAME? errors 
instead of the expected results. 
What to do Use PivotTable filters instead of slicers 
to filter the data. 

A slicer style exists in this workbook, 
and is not supported in earlier 
versions of Excel. This slicer style will 
not be saved. 

What This Means - A custom slicer style will be lost 
when the workbook is saved to the file format of an 
earlier version of Excel.  
What to do Change the custom slicer style to a built-
in slicer style before you save the workbook to an 
earlier Excel file format (Slicer Tools, Options tab, 
Slicer Styles gallery). 

A PivotTable in this workbook 
contains one or more fields that 
contain repeated labels. If the 
PivotTable is refreshed, these labels 
will be lost. 

What This Means - Repeated labels are not 
supported in Excel 2007 and Excel 97-2003, and the 
labels will be lost when you refresh the PivotTable 
report in the earlier version of Excel.  
What to do In the Compatibility Checker, click Find 
to locate the PivotTable that contains repeated 
labels, and then stop repeating labels (PivotTable 
Tools, Design tab, Layout group, Report Layout 
button, Do Not Repeat Item Labels command). 
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PivotTable As an OLAP Client 
  
Excel PivotTables includes the ability to directly query an OLAP server for retrieving data instead 
of getting the data from an Excel spreadsheet. On this configuration a PivotTable is a simple 
client of an OLAP server. Excel's PivotTable not only allows for connecting to Microsoft's 
solution (Analysis Service), but to any XMLA (OLAP standard) compliant server. 
 
21. What is the Difference Between an OLAP Data Cube and a PivotTable? 
 
Visually, an OLAP Data Cube is almost identical to a PivotTable. Functionally, the key differences 
are that OLAP Data Cubes store data differently (usually in database form), and a database 
server engine generates and powers the OLAP Data Cube. In contrast, the PivotTable’s data is 
store two dimensionally in a flat worksheet or table, and Excel is used to generate and power 
the PivotTable. The trade-off is that an OLAP Data Cube typically operates faster with large 
volumes of data while a PivotTable’s tools are a bit easier to work with.  
 
Compounding this explanation is the fact that many users and tools create PivotTables from 
OLAP Data Cubes, but this actually makes good sense. The OLAP technology is excellent for 
retrieving large volumes of data while the PivotTable is excellent for summarizing the data 
retrieved. Specifically, OLAP speeds up the retrieval of data because the OLAP server, rather 
than Microsoft Office Excel, computes the summarized values; therefore, less data needs to be 
sent to Excel when you create or change a report. By contrast, Excel retrieves all of the 
individual records and then calculates the summarized values, which is a far slower approach. 
 
For Excel 2010, Microsoft created an add-in that combines the speed and power of OLAPs 
database approach with the ease of use of the PivotTable approach. (This solution called 
PowerPivot, is discussed later in these materials.)  
 
Following are a few key technical points and definitions concerning OLAP Data Cubes.   
 

1) Business intelligence - Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) is a method for querying 
databases and is often described as a business-intelligence tool, because the reader 
has the ability to view the data quickly, and from all perspectives. 
 

2) OLAP Designed for Querying - OLAP is a database technology that has been 
optimized for querying and reporting, instead of processing transactions.  

 
3) OLAP Data’s Organization - OLAP data is organized hierarchically and stored in 

cubes instead of tables. It uses multidimensional structures to provide rapid access 
to data for analysis. This organization makes it easy for a PivotTable report or 
PivotChart report to display high-level summaries, such as sales totals across an 
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entire country or region, and also display the details for sites where sales are 
particularly strong or weak. 

 
4) Measures & Dimensions - OLAP databases contain two basic types of data: 

measures, which are numeric data, the quantities and averages that you use to 
make informed business decisions, and dimensions, which are the categories that 
you use to organize these measures. OLAP databases help organize data by many 
levels of detail, using the same categories that you are familiar with to analyze the 
data.  

 
5) Cube - A data cube is a structure that stores the measures by the levels and 

hierarchies of each of the dimensions that you want to analyze. Cubes can combine 
several dimensions, such as time, geography, and product lines, with summarized 
data, such as sales or inventory figures. However, cubes are not "cubes" in the 
strictly mathematical sense because they do not necessarily have equal sides. 
However, they are an apt metaphor for a complex concept. 

 
6) Measure - A set of values in a cube that are based on a column in the cube's fact 

table and that are usually numeric values. Measures are the central values in the 
cube that are preprocessed, aggregated, and analyzed. Common examples include 
sales, profits, revenues, and costs. 

 
7) Member - An item in a hierarchy representing one or more occurrences of data. A 

member can be either unique or nonunique. For example, 2007 and 2008 represent 
unique members in the year level of a time dimension, whereas January represents 
nonunique members in the month level because there can be more than one 
January in the time dimension if it contains data for more than one year. 

 
8) Calculated Member - A member of a dimension whose value is calculated at run 

time by using an expression. Calculated member values may be derived from other 
members' values. For example, a calculated member, Profit, can be determined by 
subtracting the value of the member, Costs, from the value of the member, Sales. 

 
9) Dimension - A set of one or more organized hierarchies of levels in a cube that a 

user understands and uses as the base for data analysis. For example, a geography 
dimension might include levels for Country/Region, State/Province, and City. Or, a 
time dimension might include a hierarchy with levels for year, quarter, month, and 
day. In a PivotTable report or PivotChart report, each hierarchy becomes a set of 
fields that you can expand and collapse to reveal lower or higher levels. 

 
10) Hierarchy - A logical tree structure that organizes the members of a dimension such 

that each member has one parent member and zero or more child members. A child 
is a member in the next lower level in a hierarchy that is directly related to the 
current member. For example, in a Time hierarchy containing the levels Quarter, 
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Month, and Day, January is a child of Qtr1. A parent is a member in the next higher 
level in a hierarchy that is directly related to the current member. The parent value 
is usually a consolidation of the values of all of its children. For example, in a Time 
hierarchy that contains the levels Quarter, Month, and Day, Qtr1 is the parent of 
January. 

 
11) Level - Within a hierarchy, data can be organized into lower and higher levels of 

detail, such as Year, Quarter, Month, and Day levels in a Time hierarchy. 
 
OLAP features in Excel 
 
Retrieving OLAP Data - You can use Excel’s PivotTable tool to connect to OLAP data sources just 
as you do to other external data sources. You can work with databases that are created with 
Microsoft SQL Server OLAP Services, Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services, and Microsoft SQL 
Server Analysis Services, the Microsoft OLAP server products. Excel can also work with third-
party OLAP products that are compatible with OLE-DB for OLAP. 
 
You can display OLAP data only as a PivotTable or PivotChart or in a worksheet function 
converted from a PivotTable report, but not as an external data range. You can save OLAP 
PivotTable reports and PivotChart reports in report templates, and you can create Office Data 
Connection (ODC) files (.odc) to connect to OLAP databases for OLAP queries. When you open 
an ODC file, Excel displays a blank PivotTable report, which is ready for you to lay out. 
 
Creating cube files for offline use - You can create an offline cube file (.cub) with a subset of 
the data from an OLAP server database. Use offline cube files to work with OLAP data when you 
are not connected to your network. A cube enables you to work with larger amounts of data in 
a PivotTable report or PivotChart report than you could otherwise, and speeds retrieval of the 
data. You can create cube files only if you use an OLAP provider, such as Microsoft SQL Analysis 
Services Server version 2005, which supports this feature. 
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